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41.54% 140

58.46% 197

Q1 Should the City raise the Hotel Occupancy Tax to promote tourism and
support local businesses in the area? Funds collected under this tax are

restricted for certain purposes.
Answered: 337 Skipped: 11

TOTAL 337

# ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: DATE

1 Taxing a tourist might drive them away 3/15/2023 5:14 PM

2 Too many taxes on travelers! 3/15/2023 5:14 PM

3 According to comptroller.texas.gov the state hotel tax is 6%. Looks like HOT was raised to 7%
in 2022 for Wimberley. What do the local hotels want?

3/15/2023 5:10 PM

4 no useful funds 3/15/2023 5:06 PM

5 Very little in ETJ. None in city limits. Why spend time & money on this? Very important to end
research

3/15/2023 5:04 PM

6 Tax can't be used for useful city purposes. An attempt by Debra Hines to support STR's. 3/15/2023 5:01 PM

7 Public local business with added tax 3/15/2023 4:58 PM

8 No hotels hopefully! 3/15/2023 4:53 PM

9 We aren't a city but a residential community. What do we have to promote tourism and local
businesses?

3/15/2023 4:50 PM

10 Woodcreek doesn't need more traffic. 3/15/2023 4:24 PM

11 Raising taxes isn't the answer to promoting tourism 3/15/2023 4:23 PM

12 This has been tried before unsuccessfully. We suspect the limited funds raised would not be
spent wisely. -leave as the status quo- no action.

3/15/2023 3:58 PM

13 This was decided ten years ago. Leave it alone. It gives us nothing. 3/15/2023 2:53 PM

14 Maybe If they develop a marketing plan that increases (word that cannot be read _____ nights) 3/15/2023 2:44 PM
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over previous year

15 encourage industy (we don't have much) (sic) 3/15/2023 2:33 PM

16 no new taxes 3/15/2023 2:25 PM

17 people can't afford to travel now. 3/15/2023 2:21 PM

18 none 3/15/2023 2:18 PM

19 Don't want more traffic in Woodcreek 3/15/2023 2:17 PM

20 Not sure 3/15/2023 12:47 PM

21 What would you do with it 3/15/2023 12:42 PM

22 "certain purposes"= too vague 3/15/2023 12:35 PM

23 We only have 2 businesses - liquor store & aprts. There is no area for other businesses. If the
money went to Park development, that would be a different issue.

3/15/2023 12:24 PM

24 Too many taxes already on citizens. 3/15/2023 12:02 PM

25 "What is the current HOT tax rate?" 3/15/2023 11:57 AM

26 Perhaps establish it at zero percent. Then raise it as need arises. 3/15/2023 11:21 AM

27 Overdevelopment will tend distroy the unique chractor of our rustic area. It happened at at the
Iowa Great Lakes where we lived for 32 years. (sic)

3/15/2023 11:14 AM

28 What are the restricted purposes 3/15/2023 11:03 AM

29 Totally puzzling - this was settled long ago. 3/15/2023 10:44 AM

30 this is a residential neighborhood 3/15/2023 10:33 AM

31 I wasn't aware there was a hotel in Woodcreek. Who would pay these taxes. I think taxes in
Woodcreek are high enough. Reappears if hotel is built.

3/15/2023 10:27 AM

32 If we know how the funds can be effective. Do it or not but make a decision 3/15/2023 10:22 AM

33 Seems like there is plenty of tourism already 3/13/2023 2:03 PM

34 Unless committee can think of uses of the tax 3/13/2023 12:05 PM

35 Don’t raise taxes 3/8/2023 8:17 PM

36 Do we really need to promote tourism in a bedroom community? 3/8/2023 4:06 PM

37 Little to no need in a city of our size with very few tourist attractions. 3/8/2023 8:02 AM

38 Although I do not know how much is reasonable. Since tourists may negatively impact our
community while they are here, I think they should have a taxes to offset the impact on our
community - this amount is usually passed on directly to the consumer which seems
reasonable.

3/7/2023 4:39 PM

39 Only if you allow STRs. Otherwise this seems just aimed at the Falls and kind of weird. 3/6/2023 10:16 PM

40 We don’t really have “hotels” in our area in the normal sense of that word, and I don’t believe
the small rental places in either the city or ETJ would generate enough to make the record-
keeping and enforcement hassle worthwhile.

3/6/2023 8:28 PM

41 Before committing any of the funds collected a detailed development plan must be presented
and approved by the council. Failure to agree on a clear plan BEFORE raising the HOT rate
should derail any plans to take more money from visitors just because the city can.

3/6/2023 4:44 PM

42 Please - no more tourism in the area. We're a quiet bedroom community and that's what we
love about the neighborhood.

3/4/2023 8:15 PM

43 With the understanding that there is no negative financial consequence for residents. 3/4/2023 1:18 PM

44 we don't need tourists in Woodcreek 3/4/2023 12:05 PM

45 No more taxes. No more tourism. Stop trying to make us into Dripping Springs or Austin. 3/4/2023 11:03 AM
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Enough already.

46 Don't want more tourism and I hate taxes. 3/4/2023 10:46 AM

47 Nonsense. No more taxes of any kind. No more tourism. 3/4/2023 10:43 AM

48 We don’t want more tourism and traffic 3/3/2023 2:01 PM

49 It doesn’t seem to be needed since Woodcreek is essentially a subdivision, without hotels or
short term rentals.

3/3/2023 11:11 AM

50 the uses are too restrictive and do not directly benefit the local residents plus we do not need
more tourism.

3/2/2023 4:23 PM

51 The attractions of this area are not in the city limits. the funds would not benefit the
homeowners in the city.

3/1/2023 8:46 AM

52 Don't know enough to comment. 2/28/2023 11:58 AM

53 This does not say how much, so hard to answer 2/28/2023 11:40 AM

54 With the funds used appropriately to market the city and not just add to the general fund 2/28/2023 9:30 AM

55 This does not say how much, so hard to answer 2/27/2023 12:34 PM

56 No new taxes! 2/26/2023 12:16 PM

57 What are the certain purposes? 2/26/2023 8:54 AM

58 An effort by a few council members to push if STR 2/25/2023 4:08 PM

59 funds will not support useful city projects and adds additionall bburden on the city staff 2/25/2023 11:19 AM

60 No idea. I personally need way more information. Who is impacted by this and what is the
current city rate? State of Texas has a 6% tax rate and cities can increase above that. Do we
already tax above the 6%? What do these funds go to? More information needs to be provided.

2/23/2023 1:52 PM

61 It’s unclear without a pros/cons discussion how the funds would be used to benefit
businesses. The B&Bs and Tavern stay pretty well booked.

2/22/2023 6:21 PM

62 This seems like an obvious money grab from the Lodge. 2/22/2023 12:37 PM

63 Yes, but only if Airbnb’s are allowed. 2/20/2023 3:14 PM

64 Woodcreek is a family community with no hotels and a HOT is an unnecessary tax. 2/20/2023 10:31 AM

65 The City is technically not raising the HOT but considering implementing HOT. Although the
use of HOT income is restricted to specific activities, there would be opportunities to use the
funds to improve public areas.

2/19/2023 2:19 PM

66 There is a hotel in Woodcreek? 2/19/2023 1:37 PM

67 Taxing something does not encourage it, it discourages it. 2/19/2023 1:00 PM

68 We should no tax any businesses outside of our city limits. There is no way for example, to
tell what direct benefits those businesses offer Woodcreek. In addition, we only have the golf
course as a major business/employer in Woodcreek. Why jeopardize our growing relationship
with them.

2/19/2023 12:59 PM

69 These funds would be particularly useful if they could be used to build walking paths. 2/19/2023 6:34 AM

70 Yes, provided the taxes are used to improve the city. 2/18/2023 11:27 AM

71 In no rush, as limits on spending may be relaxed by the legislature 2/18/2023 9:34 AM

72 Wimberley/woodcreek is plenty busy and needs no promoting. If the taxes are used to
maintain infrastructure then maybe.

2/18/2023 9:28 AM

73 Work overload for small city staff. Funds can't be use for useful city needs. 2/18/2023 9:04 AM

74 No where to spend the money 2/18/2023 8:21 AM

75 Taxes are too high already in this "town." 2/17/2023 7:40 PM
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76 It might help The Lodge fix their portion of the road. 2/17/2023 6:49 PM

77 It has been proven that it is not needed in this City. Learn from past council history. 2/17/2023 5:11 PM
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Q2 How important is it to you that the City take action on the consideration
of a Hotel Occupancy Tax? (Select one)

Answered: 334 Skipped: 14
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17.34% 60

20.81% 72

20.52% 71

41.33% 143

Q3 Should homeowners be able to rent their homes out as short-term
rentals (defined as less than 30 days at a time)?

Answered: 346 Skipped: 2

TOTAL 346

# ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: DATE

1 Only benefits the owner 3/15/2023 5:14 PM

2 Insane to allow this 3/15/2023 5:14 PM

3 neighbor to neighbor distroyed (sic) 3/15/2023 5:06 PM

4 This was surveyed before with strong opposition! You should as elected City Council
remember the terrible experience for the Davenport family! Very important to ban entirely

3/15/2023 5:04 PM

5 STR's only benefits the home owner, while causing havoc within within the city. The
Champions Circle pulled STR is an excellent case study.

3/15/2023 5:01 PM

6 w/ strong regulations Who will regulate these? 3/15/2023 4:53 PM

7 We've been through this before and denied STR's. Why do we bring it up again? 3/15/2023 4:50 PM

8 Woodcreek is a residential community not an AirBnB 3/15/2023 4:47 PM

9 Only w/ proper enforcement of existing laws + regulations. 3/15/2023 4:42 PM
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10 Short term only 3/15/2023 4:36 PM

11 only individuals, no corps. Bad Idea-but freedom 3/15/2023 4:24 PM

12 Some constraints | regs might be needed 3/15/2023 4:23 PM

13 Very important- no city taxes. The revenue generated by the homeowners should stay in the
community- so persons living outside should not enjoy this privalage.(sic) The City already has
highly restrictive rules. Citizens should be able to use their property as they see fit as long as
they follow the rules. Lift current restrictions on zoning use limitations, but restrict activities to
local owners.

3/15/2023 3:58 PM

14 Only in the small area that is zoned already. This is a private residential community. Rentals
short term will reduce our values & bring in those who don't care about our neighborhood.

3/15/2023 3:17 PM

15 Absolutely not- decide & stop discussing please. 3/15/2023 3:15 PM

16 I can't choose without knowing which areas and what regulations (yes and yes with regulations
were both selected)

3/15/2023 2:55 PM

17 current zoning excludes them. 3/15/2023 2:53 PM

18 Except where already zoned to permit 3/15/2023 2:49 PM

19 (ban them entirely - "yes" written next to it) 3/15/2023 2:44 PM

20 (no was also selected) RESIDENTIAL AREA 3/15/2023 2:33 PM

21 This would likely affect the peaceful use of our property. 3/15/2023 2:29 PM

22 Pandora's box 3/15/2023 2:21 PM

23 none 3/15/2023 2:18 PM

24 (No and No...ban them entirely selected) 3/15/2023 2:17 PM

25 not important and important selected below 3/15/2023 12:33 PM

26 (comment made next to answer section of "with strong regulations) - and enforced! I see this
as a way people can raise money to pay their expenses. (next to "very important") it is
creating negative PR for the City

3/15/2023 12:24 PM

27 (also chose 'No' as an answer) 3/15/2023 12:22 PM

28 (written next to ban them entirely) Not possible 3/15/2023 11:42 AM

29 Only in existing / legally grandfathered sections but if a home in a grand fathered area goes 12
months without being rented, they lose their grandfathered status.

3/15/2023 11:21 AM

30 60 day minimum. With limits I think owners should be secure with thier property with minimum
government intervention. (sic)

3/15/2023 11:14 AM

31 In no way do strs benefit the neighborhood! 3/15/2023 10:55 AM

32 STR's invite trouble! 3/15/2023 10:53 AM

33 OPENS THE DOOR for iNAPPROPRiATE Conduct. Neighbor Problems 3/15/2023 10:45 AM

34 Where is the enforcement? We have ordinance. Not currently allowed - w exceptions no action
needed except enforce!

3/15/2023 10:44 AM

35 Visitors adhere to speed limits + curfew times. No children driving golf carts on streets 3/15/2023 10:36 AM

36 Would we get more rentals - look what a mess with have now - with rental homes - ie 6-8 cars
in one home, poor maintenance, increase in crime

3/15/2023 10:31 AM

37 Should be licensed - may be revoked with repeated complaints of rowdiness 3/15/2023 10:30 AM

38 Limit number of people. Explain who would pay for enforcement. 3/15/2023 10:27 AM

39 I know of homes in upscale areas that do AirBnB rentals without problems and do no harm to
neighborhood. City should develop standards that owners should meet. Get a dicision (sic)
done!

3/15/2023 10:22 AM
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40 takes away from the community long term relationships 3/15/2023 10:03 AM

41 AirBNB type rentals for a couple or family only 3/13/2023 2:03 PM

42 No large groups 3/8/2023 6:04 PM

43 No large groups 3/8/2023 5:32 PM

44 STR should not be in Woodcreek. STR will ruin Woodcreek as they have in other areas.
Investers purchase homes turn them into STR turning neighborhoods into destinations.
Families can't afford to purchase homes in the area, property taxes increase and soon there is
no neighborhood just vacation rentals. I have seen this happen in Hawaii and Florida when I
lived in those places.

3/8/2023 1:29 PM

45 minimun 6mos - prefer one year 3/8/2023 12:54 PM

46 Very little enforcement. Would very likely decrease property values and lower the standard of
living for Woodcreek citizens.

3/8/2023 8:02 AM

47 I don’t want them. Loud 3/8/2023 7:47 AM

48 We had an illegal STR next to our home when we moved in a few years ago. It was an AWFUL
experience. The homeowner did not live on the property and then was deceitful in regards to
claiming that she lived on the property & that it was friends/family only staying in the home.
There were loud parties at all hours that kept us & our children awake routinely, even on
school/work nights. New groups would come in every few days. There was no way for me to
know if the renters were convicted felons or sex offenders, so this limited the movement of my
children in their own neighborhood. Without any clear regulations, it was up to us as the
impacted neighbors to gather evidence to make our case (primarily because the owner was
deceitful in regards to her living arrangement). No home owners in Woodcreek should have to
endure this experience. We should do all we can to prohibit STRs in our community.

3/7/2023 4:39 PM

49 We are here to live and retire we are not retired yet, but close and I fear as the older people
sell out to younger generations that in 5-10 years our neighborhood could become overrun by
STR. ( bringing in strangers, traffic, parties)

3/7/2023 7:22 AM

50 If it’s possible to ban them, then ban them. We were in a neighborhood prior to this that
allowed them and they were an incredible nuisance (noise, trash, overcrowding, traffic, parking,
property damage, etc).

3/6/2023 8:28 PM

51 A clear STR policy must be adopted, and an enforcement method created since the HCSO
WILL NOT enforce local ordinances. In case a clear, enforcible STR policy cannot be drafted
and approved, short-term rentals should be banned, although that may not be possible based
on some legislative work in the current session

3/6/2023 4:44 PM

52 If there are issues with owners who do not control their STRs, take action against those
owners. It seems punitive to restrict what others are doing who are responsible.

3/6/2023 11:15 AM

53 We like to know our neighbors and don't want a revolving door of strangers 3/4/2023 8:15 PM

54 People should be allowed to make decisions for their own property regardless of being in a
"certain area," but there should definitely be restrictions (noise, parking, possible occupancy
limit, etc.)

3/4/2023 1:18 PM

55 STR's are the last thing we need in our peaceful community 3/4/2023 12:05 PM

56 Residential only! 3/4/2023 11:03 AM

57 Absolutely not. 3/4/2023 10:46 AM

58 Residential, not commercial. 3/4/2023 10:43 AM

59 I’m against full short term rentals of entire houses … where the houses become party houses.
Short term rental of rooms, where owners are present should be okay.

3/3/2023 11:11 AM

60 My own experience with STRs is that they can pose serious disruption to neighborhoods. With
new renters checking every few days, neighbors don't know neighbors; even when there are
noise rules and parking and occupancy limits, short-term renters often pay no attention to
those rules. The city of Woodcreek has no way to respond to abuses that happen at night or
on weekends, and residents are burdened with calling law enforcement - the result being that
the residents' lives are disrupted and sleep is disturbed in any case. Frankly, law enforcement

3/1/2023 4:57 PM
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has better things to do than come to Woodcreek and measure noise levels. Absent home
owners do not care about the effects on neighbors because their priority is maximizing income
from the rentals. I see no advantage to our community in allowing STRs to operate here, and I
strongly oppose allowing them to operate here.

61 This has been discussed several times and the citizens are not in favor of STR neighbors 3/1/2023 8:46 AM

62 I’m torn on this. The taxes to the city is great but do we want them here. Although the clientele
probably would be respectful and not a lot of party people.

2/28/2023 4:10 PM

63 Would turn the neighborhood into something else entirely 2/28/2023 11:40 AM

64 Having investor owned homes with remote ownership would exacerbate the progression of oak
wilt, and potentially cause disturbances with rowdy renters

2/28/2023 9:30 AM

65 Would turn the neighborhood into something else entirely 2/27/2023 12:34 PM

66 It’ll destroy the city 2/25/2023 4:08 PM

67 serves only the home owner while causing serious neighbor problems 2/25/2023 11:19 AM

68 The current allowance of STRs in SF-4 only has been successful. Allowing STRs in other
areas (with the exception of Recreational) destroys the neighborhood feel by encouraging out-
of-area investments. Many, many towns and cities are battling STRs. Woodcreek is one of the
few affordable, low-crime, beautiful areas in the Hill Country to live and raise a family. Allowing
STRs would ruin it. Please don't let greedy people prevail.

2/24/2023 1:35 PM

69 Data shows that short term rentals has negative impact on local communities. Major ones are
increased crime and significantly more city upkeep due to damages. This is from research into
the results of retirement/tourist areas and impact of short term rentals over a 5 year period.

2/23/2023 1:52 PM

70 This should be in predetermined, defined areas. For instance, those by the river in the lodge
area, but not in primary residential areas.

2/23/2023 10:01 AM

71 This was a huge problem in a former neighborhood in which we lived 2/22/2023 6:21 PM

72 Homeowners should have the freedom to do what they want 2/22/2023 12:37 PM

73 That is how we lose community 2/21/2023 8:11 PM

74 There is nothing good about STR's in my opinion. Leasing is fine but 2-3 day rentals cause
way too many problems.

2/20/2023 3:33 PM

75 Woodcreek is a family community and should remain so. STRs will increase traffic and noise
in the community.

2/20/2023 10:31 AM

76 Some neighborhoods in the City are not suitable for STR's due to lack of parking and small
lots, and these issues should be taken into consideration. Strong regulations are important, but
only if the City increases its resources for Code compliance. We no longer have the services
of the Costable, and the part-time officer has not been replaced. We see the effects of this
lack of compliance in my neighborhood where 3 homes are in violation of the Code. One
specifically presents a hazard to the neighbors.

2/19/2023 2:19 PM

77 All we need do is survey the media for the major problems cities like Austin have had trying to
manage STRs. We are a residential community.

2/19/2023 12:59 PM

78 STRs would be disruptive to neighborhood lifestyles. 2/19/2023 6:34 AM

79 STRs will ruin our neighborhoods. 2/18/2023 2:44 PM

80 As a homeowner I would not want people that I do not know coming and going next door to me.
(safety & noise issue)

2/18/2023 11:27 AM

81 Champions Circle STR is an example of problems created by allowing STR's. Can't consider a
next door STR as a neighbor.

2/18/2023 9:04 AM

82 None of your business. 2/17/2023 7:40 PM

83 I've been the President of two HOA's when this came up and renting out homes for short terms
always led to problems.

2/17/2023 7:25 PM

84 Absolutely not. That’s a terrible idea 2/17/2023 7:16 PM
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85 This is entirely unacceptable and can severely damage home values. 2/17/2023 5:49 PM

86 It is a nuisance for the neighbors to have to put up with weekend crazies. 2/17/2023 5:11 PM

87 Didn’t know this was occurring 2/17/2023 4:03 PM
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Q4 How important is it to you that the City take action on short-term rental
regulation? (Select one)
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27.46% 95

33.53% 116

39.02% 135

Q5 Should the City consider investing in more land for additional parks
and/or greenspaces? 

Answered: 346 Skipped: 2

TOTAL 346

# ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: DATE

1 Costs too much 3/15/2023 5:14 PM

2 Where is the money coming from! 3/15/2023 5:14 PM

3 Plenty of parks and open spaces nearby. 3/15/2023 5:10 PM

4 Take better care of existing park areas. There are plenty in surrounding area too 3/15/2023 5:04 PM

5 The city will be cash strapped after limb pickup and roads resurfacing. 3/15/2023 5:01 PM

6 Stop spending money on thing no one wants 3/15/2023 4:58 PM

7 Your taxes are going up anyway 3/15/2023 4:53 PM

8 Fix the roads! 3/15/2023 4:50 PM

9 Develop existing parks/greenspaces 3/15/2023 4:47 PM

10 Walking trails would be nice 3/15/2023 4:42 PM

11 greenspace is always good 3/15/2023 4:24 PM

12 What money are you investing? Don't raise my taxes for this purpose 3/15/2023 4:23 PM

13 Not at this time - more important issues now 3/15/2023 4:08 PM

14 We already live in a greenspace community. 3/15/2023 3:58 PM
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15 Waste of money - no use 3/15/2023 3:57 PM

16 Old residents - kids & phones 3/15/2023 3:54 PM

17 Social media - baccha (sic) ball - wasted money 3/15/2023 3:21 PM

18 We don't need to spend the $. We have parks all around in the area. 3/15/2023 3:17 PM

19 use the ones previously designated 3/15/2023 3:15 PM

20 I would like the activities at park to be free & accessible (neighborhood pool, tennis courts,
pickleball, etc)

3/15/2023 2:55 PM

21 DEVELOP WHAT WE HAVE 3/15/2023 2:33 PM

22 Don't we have properties that could be improved for parks? 3/15/2023 2:29 PM

23 who uses them? 3/15/2023 2:21 PM

24 YOU CAN'T get them off phones 3/15/2023 2:14 PM

25 Its a retirement community. 3/15/2023 2:13 PM

26 Including Lake at end of Woodcreek Dr 3/15/2023 12:25 PM

27 Too high property taxes already 3/15/2023 12:02 PM

28 Utilize what we currently have 3/15/2023 11:51 AM

29 The status quo seems approppropriate (sic) 3/15/2023 11:14 AM

30 Restrict future housing, protet (sic) water supply 3/15/2023 11:03 AM

31 3 parks as currently designated is enough 3/15/2023 10:55 AM

32 3 DESiGNATED AREAS ARE ENOUGH 3/15/2023 10:45 AM

33 How is this financed? 3/15/2023 10:44 AM

34 Sidewalks or walking paths along streets needed more than parks, etc. 3/15/2023 10:36 AM

35 If you maintain the parks! 3/15/2023 10:31 AM

36 If the pond is left in its natural state and doesn't add maintenance costs to Woodcreek tax
payers. How does City plan to guarantee property tax would not go up and that the will be no
eminent domain exercised by the counsel.

3/15/2023 10:27 AM

37 Not at this time. Let's use and improve what we've got. There is only one bench at Woodcreek
and Brookhollow. I hate NEVER seen anyone using the park.

3/15/2023 10:22 AM

38 think we are good 3/15/2023 10:03 AM

39 Space/Land not available in the City 3/13/2023 12:05 PM

40 Only if connected to existing green space. We don’t need a bunch of unconnected 1/2 acre
parks.

3/8/2023 8:17 PM

41 Why add the additional expense & liability to this community? Blue hole park is close by. Just
because you can get the help of grants to purchase land doesn't mean its a good policy.

3/8/2023 1:29 PM

42 Is there land available? 3/7/2023 7:29 PM

43 I do not mind paying more in property taxes if we can have more communal spaces; however,
in addition to parks/greenspaces, we need to have ways to access these spaces without
driving a car. Right now, my family & I routinely risk our lives if we want to ride our bikes or
walk as a family along our streets, including Woodcreek Drive that was recently repaved. Our
streets are very narrow and there isn't a pedestrian or golf cart lane, so my kids can hardly
bike (because they frequently have to pull over for vehicular traffic to pass) & we are forced to
walk single file if we are out on a family walk . . . so, currently, it would be difficult to access
the parks/greenspaces on foot if we develop them.

3/7/2023 4:39 PM

44 We have parks that are not full?? I live on Augusta lane and have NEVER seen anyone in the
existing park. Spend my money on fixing our roads.

3/7/2023 7:22 AM
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45 Consider it, but make wise decisions about cost/benefit and available funds. We have
problems that haven’t been addressed due to apparent lack of sufficient funds (street repair!)

3/6/2023 8:28 PM

46 If the city's fiscal situation improves significantly it might be appropriate to revisit this issue in
24 to 36 months, but at this point I am opposed

3/6/2023 4:44 PM

47 we have enough 3/4/2023 12:05 PM

48 We don't need more of anything. We just need to make better use of what we have. 3/4/2023 11:03 AM

49 No. 3/4/2023 10:46 AM

50 We have plenty. Not even used or well maintained. 3/4/2023 10:43 AM

51 The developers of Woodcreek unfortunately didn’t allocate much land for parks & recreation
facilities. Trying to force in facilities that only have minimal use doesn’t seem to be cost
effective. City of Wimberley has facilities that Woodcreek residents should be able to use.

3/3/2023 11:11 AM

52 The park land we have not is little used and a waste of our tax dollars. MMaintain what we
have but don't add anything.

3/2/2023 4:23 PM

53 I would love a dog park. Most nicer communities have one. 3/1/2023 3:53 PM

54 A community pool would be the number one thing I would love to have in this community. 3/1/2023 11:09 AM

55 I suspect that the percent of park land to the percentage of total land in the city is high in
comparison to other cities.

3/1/2023 8:46 AM

56 Can we utilize the green belts the golf course owns? Maybe incorporate into hike and bike
trails. We now have fire hazards after the ice storm next to our houses.

2/28/2023 4:10 PM

57 Woodcreek is well behind the power curve for a city of its size on publicly accessible spaces
which contribute to social interaction and community unity. The city has demonstrated that it
can leverage a small investment with outside grants

2/28/2023 9:30 AM

58 updating existing pars would suffice 2/26/2023 12:16 PM

59 No one that I know thinks of going to a park in Woodcreek. We live in an area with so many
better options- wasted money if spent on developing a park!!!!!!!

2/26/2023 11:12 AM

60 There are a lot of younger families moving together and gathering places for kiddos allows
communities to blossom.

2/26/2023 8:54 AM

61 Roads first then maybe think about this 2/25/2023 4:08 PM

62 property not available at a reasonable price and city funds should be earmarked for roads 2/25/2023 11:19 AM

63 The city needs to spend it's limited funds on roads, drainage and infrastructure. 2/24/2023 1:35 PM

64 Again additional information on a plan would be helpful. Greenspaces/parks are not going to
result in additional revenue. Right now outside of golf course and the liquor store there is very
little to no sales tax income to City of Woodcreek. Even if you state, "not going to raise
taxes," the long-term result is taxes will be raised because you are reducing land that you
receive property taxes on, and Woodcreek currently has no land that can be used to increase
sales tax income. Tax wise providing land for business rentals would be more economically
beneficial to the city.

2/23/2023 1:52 PM

65 There is plenty of US government funding available for such infrastructure in the IIJA and IRA -
- we should tap these funds before ever considering raising our property taxes.

2/23/2023 10:50 AM

66 I don't think much of the existing parks but I like keeping green spaces instead of more
development

2/22/2023 12:37 PM

67 Insuring we have green spaces and abundant trees is not only enjoyable for residents, but for
birds and other wildlife, as well as good for the environment.

2/21/2023 4:26 PM

68 Yes. I think this is a good idea and would strongly suggest a more aggressive marketing
campaign to use Woodcreek address on purchases vs. Wimberley. Few people realize our tax
dollars are going to the wrong city based on USPS address verification standards but can
easily be overridden. With the constant stream of UPS, Amazon and FedEx trucks in the
neighborhood this could be a huge windfall for the City.

2/20/2023 3:33 PM
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69 Not sure where this would even be as there is hardly any open space left. 2/20/2023 3:14 PM

70 Build a playground for kids on land already owned by the City. 2/20/2023 10:31 AM

71 Yes, but these should be planned to serve all ages in the City. I would like to see "Art in Park"
activities. This was done one year during the Garden Tour, and it was very popular. Before the
FDIC sold the Resort, we had 4th of July concerts/picnics at the Pavillion -- these brought the
community together.

2/19/2023 2:19 PM

72 We have no public part land along the Champion Circle corridor. It's time for developmental
equity.

2/19/2023 12:59 PM

73 Green spaces contribute to overall quality of life. 2/19/2023 6:34 AM

74 Can we plan for better walking neighborhoods? 2/18/2023 2:44 PM

75 Road resurfacing will deplete funding reserves 2/18/2023 9:04 AM

76 We have no extra money 2/18/2023 8:21 AM

77 The current ones are not being used now, why build more. 2/17/2023 8:17 PM

78 STOP trying to spend more money. Plenty of space for recreation here. 2/17/2023 7:40 PM

79 Please build a community pool. 2/17/2023 6:36 PM

80 We have enough "green space". 2/17/2023 5:11 PM
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Q6 How important is it to you that the City take action on buying more land
for parks and/or greenspaces? (Select one)

Answered: 341 Skipped: 7
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31.50% 109

10.98% 38

57.51% 199

Q7 Should residents, occupying homes in single-family residential zoning,
be able to own up to six hens (no roosters) in fully enclosed runs/cages in

the backyard, with guidelines on setbacks from neighbors, minimum lot
sizes, minimum enclosure sizes, etc.? 

Answered: 346 Skipped: 2

TOTAL 346

# ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: DATE

1 Hell no! 3/15/2023 5:14 PM

2 are you joking. Chickens belong on a farm! 3/15/2023 5:14 PM

3 Houses too close 3/15/2023 5:06 PM

4 This was surveyed before with strong opposition 3/15/2023 5:04 PM

5 Chicken owners will not be able to care for the animals during extreme weather events. Will the
owner have a coup in their living room?

3/15/2023 5:01 PM

6 Don't need noise and smell 3/15/2023 4:58 PM

7 Woodcreek is a residential community not a farm 3/15/2023 4:47 PM

8 Producing our own food increases resiliency 3/15/2023 4:42 PM

9 ABSOLUTELY NO! NO! NO! 3/15/2023 4:42 PM

10 I would want to see the guidelines before commiting 3/15/2023 4:23 PM

11 I want to support folks using their homestead as they wish, but we know there is no
enforcement of guidelines. (except the neighbor)

3/15/2023 4:13 PM
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12 Absolutely not!! 3/15/2023 4:11 PM

13 Would bring in predators 3/15/2023 4:08 PM

14 This is not a farm 3/15/2023 3:57 PM

15 Too much mess 3/15/2023 3:54 PM

16 Too cruel to birds 3/15/2023 3:21 PM

17 Smelly, noisy, brings in more vermin and small animals that would be predators 3/15/2023 3:17 PM

18 Decide once and for all. If you want chickens move out of Woodcreek 3/15/2023 3:15 PM

19 NO!!! 3/15/2023 2:56 PM

20 Wild cats will follow. 3/15/2023 2:53 PM

21 NO CHICKENS 3/15/2023 2:49 PM

22 THOSE THAT WANT GO BUY FARM LAND (-4 written next to not important) 3/15/2023 2:33 PM

23 We are very concerned that this could attract vermin, and predators. It could smell bad, be
noisy, and affect our peaceful residential community. We live too close together to have
chickens.

3/15/2023 2:29 PM

24 no hens ever 3/15/2023 2:25 PM

25 At best could be a nuisance- at worst a health hazard 3/15/2023 2:21 PM

26 defintely (sic) "not" 3/15/2023 2:18 PM

27 Absolutely no!! Properties are too small for chickens. If youo want them, buy some acres. 3/15/2023 2:13 PM

28 Absolutely not!!! So irritating for neighbors 3/15/2023 2:13 PM

29 NO! 3/15/2023 12:34 PM

30 I do not believe most "city" people have any idea about how to take care of chickens. They
require a great deal of responsibility. Solve this issue once and for all -

3/15/2023 12:24 PM

31 ?lol 3/15/2023 12:18 PM

32 Feral cats, fox, raccoons could be a problem for chickens 3/15/2023 11:52 AM

33 no no no 3/15/2023 11:51 AM

34 WHY IS THIS EVEN ON TO BE QUISTED? WE ARE NOT IN THE "COUNTRY" (sic) 3/15/2023 11:37 AM

35 No livestock 3/15/2023 11:21 AM

36 We are not in the country - chickens can bring diseases 3/15/2023 10:57 AM

37 attracts flies, creates smell ABSOLUTELY NOT 3/15/2023 10:55 AM

38 There is an ordinance against chickens. Retain it. 3/15/2023 10:53 AM

39 ABSOLUTELY NOT! 3/15/2023 10:45 AM

40 You know the answer! No city action needed - already have ordinance against farm animals.
Enforce!

3/15/2023 10:44 AM

41 minimum lot size of 1 acre 3/15/2023 10:30 AM

42 Absolute not. Chickens carry diseases, draw in preditors will cost tax payers money for
enforcement See attached articles. They would pose a threat to our natural bird population,
especially raptors (hawks) & wild geese

3/15/2023 10:27 AM

43 Not too keen on this idea, but we are moving into different times and values. Don't think it will
hurt.

3/15/2023 10:22 AM

44 Pedators increase order and noise 3/13/2023 12:05 PM

45 PRO CHICKENS 3/8/2023 8:17 PM
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46 Likely offensive to close neighbors in their backyards. Isn't it already prohibited? 3/8/2023 5:32 PM

47 Chickens stink; we are not living on a farm 3/8/2023 2:09 PM

48 ABSOLUTELY NO!!! Chickens will attract more predators to Woodcreek. More snakes,
coyotes, fox, raccoons. They are not easy to take care of. They are loud and it is hard to tell
hen from roosters when they are young. The lots in Woodcreek are not large enough. It is not
ok that neighbors would have to put up with the smell & noise since the lots are too small.
Woodcreek is a residential neighborhood not an agricultural neighborhood. And who will enforce
having only 6 hens.. Are you planning on having chicken squad to inspect all the backyard
coops to make sure only 6 hens and no rosters.

3/8/2023 1:29 PM

49 Who will enforce the restrictions? How will they be monitored? 3/8/2023 9:53 AM

50 This is not a farm community. Strong likelihood tat chickens would attack predators and cause
foul odors.

3/8/2023 8:02 AM

51 More than six would be fantastic! 3/7/2023 7:29 PM

52 This would attract more coyotes and Fox to our neighborhood. We have a cat that we let out
periodically.

3/7/2023 7:22 AM

53 Yes, but….rigorous setbacks need to be established. Any problems with noise or smell should
be addressed in any ordinance, and a method to handle complaints must be established. We
are in an area of small lots with minimal side clearance; adequate setbacks would be hard to
establish in some areas of Woodcreek.

3/6/2023 8:28 PM

54 Absolutely not. Chickens = chicken litter = big increase in flies and an odor problem. I was
raised around chickens and have no desire to "enjoy" that again

3/6/2023 4:44 PM

55 The questions about "how important" are confusing at best. Answering "not important"
suggests a "NO" isn't important answering "very important" suggests the opposite regardless
of whether you are for or against the main issue. It presents itself as a game politicians love to
play.

3/6/2023 11:33 AM

56 if you want chickens move out of the city 3/4/2023 12:05 PM

57 their land... 3/4/2023 11:03 AM

58 Yes. 3/4/2023 10:46 AM

59 they own their property. 3/4/2023 10:43 AM

60 The developers of Woodcreek packed the houses on to lots so closely that raising chickens is
not a reasonable option. Someone wanting chickens should have a minimum of five acres and
not be allowed to put the chickens near their property lines. Too many negatives in this tight
space.

3/3/2023 11:11 AM

61 but no barking dogs 3/2/2023 4:23 PM

62 I don't see why residents whose property borders the golf course should have to abide by
different rules than the rest of us.

3/1/2023 4:57 PM

63 We already have enough wildlife without adding temptation for more. While we are in a more
rural setting, it is a higher density area.

3/1/2023 8:46 AM

64 Absolutely not 2/28/2023 4:10 PM

65 This is not a rural community. 2/28/2023 11:15 AM

66 It is evident that there isn’t a uniform level of civic responsibility on maintaining property and
allowing chickens, which at best could still be an annoyance in the areas of smell, attracting
predators and noise is irresponsible

2/28/2023 9:30 AM

67 Within reasonable guidelines for all. A committee and discussions should proceed before any
official action taken to vote for or against.

2/26/2023 12:16 PM

68 OMG!!!!!! I would consider moving out of Woodcreek is we do this. LOW RENT comes to
mind.

2/26/2023 11:12 AM

69 A push by several council members to turn the city into farm land 2/25/2023 4:08 PM
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70 plain dumb 2/25/2023 11:19 AM

71 Absolutely not. Chickens attract predators and interfere with neighbors' enjoyment of their own
property. Once the family loses interest in chickens, the structures become unsightly.

2/24/2023 1:35 PM

72 Why give the coyotes another reason to enter our yards. We are missing enough cats already.
Plenty of stray dogs and deer are being attacked on a regular basis.

2/23/2023 6:03 PM

73 I am torn on this. I see both arguments and would fill out unknown if an additional option. 2/23/2023 1:52 PM

74 Even as enticing as it is with egg prices! Privacy fences should be required for any livestock
IMO.

2/22/2023 7:31 PM

75 We had a neighbor who had them in Austin years ago. Even in 2+ acre lots, it could get noisy.
I think many who don’t disapprove might feel differently if it was their next door neighbor.

2/22/2023 6:21 PM

76 Concern is that it will invite more predators i.e., foxes, racoons, etc. 2/22/2023 10:46 AM

77 No chickens! 2/21/2023 3:42 PM

78 This is a horrible idea that seems to keep coming up. Chickens are messy and hard hard to
manage. I think it would turn into a public nuisance.

2/21/2023 2:41 PM

79 NO. NO. NO. Can I be any clearer? 2/20/2023 7:24 PM

80 NO, NO, NO It's unsanitary and will attract unwanted critters to the area. 2/20/2023 3:57 PM

81 As much as I would like this idea I just don't think it is appropriate within Woodcreek. 2/20/2023 3:33 PM

82 Absolutely NOT! Move to the country…I have had them at my ranch and it will devalue our
community in a HUGE way!

2/20/2023 1:13 PM

83 Woodcreek is a family community with houses on very small lots. No wild animals should be
allowed. Several residents don’t respect others by keeping their dogs on a leash and they
shouldn’t be allowed to own other animals. This question is ridiculous.

2/20/2023 10:31 AM

84 My family owned chickens - we had a large property and a protected, professionally-built
structure, and we had help cleaning and maintaining the structure, which was large. Six
chickens would not generate the waste our large hen family did, but the smell the waste
generates is very potent if not cleaned promptly. With the increase in urban chickens, we are
seeing an increase in the chickens being abandoned. Sanctuaries are running out of space to
house them. Rescuers said there has been a 40% jump in neglected and abandoned chickens
in recent months as compared to previous years. This informaton is as of November 2022.
Noise compliants arising from chickens in backyards are also on the rise. Government
agencies and town councils received nearly 1,500 complaints in 2021 -- across both public and
private housing -- is the City of Woodcreek prepared to handle these issues?

2/19/2023 2:19 PM

85 No! No! They want chickens , then move to a farm or ranch. 2/19/2023 1:37 PM

86 Doesn't fit with the resort image the city is trying to maintain. 2/19/2023 1:00 PM

87 We already have a growing problem with predators in Woodcreek. Why invite more into our pet-
intensive community.

2/19/2023 12:59 PM

88 I wouldn’t personally have hens, but I support people having the autonomy to use their owned
property as they wish

2/19/2023 11:39 AM

89 NO, NO, NO! I worry that would increase predators. Please move out of Woodcreek and find a
more suitable place.

2/18/2023 3:16 PM

90 Help us fight eggflation! Thanks 2/18/2023 2:44 PM

91 Only on large lots, subject to noise, odor, sanitation requirements, and with approval of
neighbors within 100 feet.

2/18/2023 11:55 AM

92 ABSOLUTELY NOT!!! They will lure predators to my doorstep. It can be especially dangerous
for families with children.

2/18/2023 11:27 AM

93 Chickens can't survive harsh summers and winters if left in a outside coup. Will owner bring
them into their house?

2/18/2023 9:04 AM

94 Collects preditors 2/18/2023 8:21 AM
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95 Potential to draw in more foxes and we have already had instances of rabies in the last year.
Cages are not always fox proof no matter how well they are made.

2/18/2023 2:58 AM

96 Do not consider this issue any longer; table it and do not consider it again. 2/17/2023 8:17 PM

97 It is egregious--even evil--that you bar people from providing for themselves. I have lived in
much bigger towns and always chickens were allowed. Forget the guidelines. You people are
such busybodies. Let people work things out on their own.

2/17/2023 7:40 PM

98 No way. I don’t care to live on a farm. I moved here from Austin for the peace and quiet of a
small town

2/17/2023 7:16 PM

99 They attract predators. 2/17/2023 6:49 PM

100 They bring in predators! They smell! 2/17/2023 5:11 PM

101 As long as chicken rules are followed 2/17/2023 4:03 PM
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Q8 How important is it to you that the City take action on an ordinance
concerning backyard chickens? (Select one)

Answered: 338 Skipped: 10
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57.23% 194

42.77% 145

Q9 Should Woodcreek incorporate traffic calming measures throughout the
city, especially as part of road projects in the near future? These measures

could include street plantings, speed cushions/tables acceptable to first
responders, raised golf cart paths where they cross streets, additional stop

signs, etc. 
Answered: 339 Skipped: 9

TOTAL 339

# ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: DATE

1 Trees will cause accidents, bump will piss citizens off 3/15/2023 5:14 PM

2 hire cops 3/15/2023 5:14 PM

3 speeding not an issue 3/15/2023 5:06 PM

4 This has also been on past surveys 3/15/2023 5:04 PM

5 NO planting, NO signs, cushions already in road plan 3/15/2023 4:58 PM

6 Just to keep people to slow down 3/15/2023 4:53 PM

7 Along Woodcreek Drive 3/15/2023 4:50 PM

8 Especially on Brookmeadow on both sides of Brookside 3/15/2023 4:47 PM

9 Plantings are nice but traffic is acceptable currently. 3/15/2023 4:42 PM

10 Don't like it, but slow down traffic!!! 3/15/2023 4:24 PM

11 Where would the money come from? Do not raise my taxes for this purpose 3/15/2023 4:23 PM

12 Plantings & speed cushions MOST important 3/15/2023 4:08 PM

13 Ticket violators 3/15/2023 4:03 PM

14 Important to NOT take action and further restrict local traffic. 3/15/2023 3:58 PM
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15 Outside traffic - construction damage 3/15/2023 3:54 PM

16 Save our streets - protect residents and children 3/15/2023 3:21 PM

17 (struck through street plantings, speed cushions/tables acceptable to first responders, raised
golf cart paths where they cross streets, additional stop signs, etc. ) Comment: Only on
Woodcreek Drive and Brookhollow.

3/15/2023 3:17 PM

18 The only thing that will work is a 1. ------------ 2. full-sized speedbump (4") anything 3. less is a
waste of $

3/15/2023 3:15 PM

19 ONLY on major access roads 3/15/2023 2:49 PM

20 WITHIN REASON 3/15/2023 2:33 PM

21 We agree that traffic needs to slow down, but we are very opposed to traffic bumps/cushions.
Would prefer stop signs to speed cushions. Most of the speeders we have observed, often the
worst offenders, are travelling the entire Woodcreek Dr. from Cypress Falls area to RR12.

3/15/2023 2:29 PM

22 Speed cushions on busy streets 3/15/2023 2:25 PM

23 Anything to slow traffic 3/15/2023 2:18 PM

24 Speed bumps on Augusta Dr. 3/15/2023 2:08 PM

25 (next to yes response) - yes, to measures - but no to some mentioned above (trees in streets)
The speed sign that has been on Brookmeadow in February has been effective, I believe.

3/15/2023 12:24 PM

26 only on Woodcreek Drive 3/15/2023 12:16 PM

27 No to the underlined above (then points to...) "street plantings,"" raised golf cart paths" 3/15/2023 12:15 PM

28 Too many taxes already. 3/15/2023 12:02 PM

29 Cars continue to speed on Brookmeadow & Woodcreek, despite posted speed limits 3/15/2023 11:52 AM

30 Brookhollow and Woodcreek Drive are dangerous for pedestrians 3/15/2023 11:42 AM

31 Very dangerous speeding! 3/15/2023 11:42 AM

32 How about more stop signs on Woodcreek & Brookmeadow 3/15/2023 11:21 AM

33 Fix existing roads. "raised golf cart paths where they cross streets," ? Really bad idea 3/15/2023 11:03 AM

34 Speeding has become a real hazard in Woodcreek 3/15/2023 10:55 AM

35 Will HELP STOP SPEEDERS 3/15/2023 10:45 AM

36 Traffic / speeding not a problem - Enforce! We need repairs to roads no fluff 3/15/2023 10:44 AM

37 Yes!!, on Brookhollow PLEASE! curtail speeding by residents and contractors. Current
monitoring not working.

3/15/2023 10:36 AM

38 Have local police start ticketing 3/15/2023 10:31 AM

39 Great quality Speed cushions along Woodcreek Dr. & Brookhollow 3/15/2023 10:27 AM

40 I drive the streets every day and do not see a big problem. Maybe Woodcreek Dr. has more
traffic and speeders. I affixed my sticker by the way!

3/15/2023 10:22 AM

41 Raised golf cart path no necessary. Curved streets should be striped to make aware of
crossover.

3/15/2023 10:16 AM

42 NO Roads are fine 3/15/2023 10:12 AM

43 The "City," the "county" should take action again Cypress Falls Event Center for disregarding
pertinant (sic) street problems that are dangerous to all!!!

3/15/2023 10:11 AM

44 if possible within current budget 3/15/2023 10:03 AM

45 Speeding is an issue Need heightened awareness for pedestrians 3/13/2023 2:03 PM

46 No street plantings. Yes on speed humps and the like 3/8/2023 8:17 PM
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47 Must be acceptable to all first-responder groups. 3/8/2023 6:04 PM

48 If done, they MUST be acceptable to first responders. 3/8/2023 5:32 PM

49 need enforcement! 3/8/2023 12:54 PM

50 Speed humps at city entrances to discourage cut through traffic, and variable speed bumps to
slow down traffic on main streets.

3/8/2023 8:02 AM

51 Speed bumps, raised golf cart crossings NO STOP SIGNS 3/8/2023 7:47 AM

52 Wish the speed limit could be lowered to 15… folks drive way too fast! 3/7/2023 7:29 PM

53 I welcome a bike/pedestrian lane as well. 3/7/2023 4:39 PM

54 Please repair our roads. We already have stickers in our car windows which slow down traffic. 3/7/2023 7:22 AM

55 Speeding is a problem. 3/6/2023 8:28 PM

56 Especially the hill from Woodcreek to the bridge over Cypress Creek as it is super dangerous,
especially as many potholes and people rushing down the hills

3/6/2023 4:50 PM

57 Any tools deployed must be reviewed with EMS and Fire to be certain we do not have a repeat
of Wimberley's fiasco on Las Flores and elsewhere

3/6/2023 4:44 PM

58 Very important to me. Raised golf paths where they cross streets sounds like an excellent
idea. And speed cushions could be just enough to slow traffic down without being onerous

3/6/2023 2:33 PM

59 Traffic "calming" measures!? You mean people driving too fast and recklessly down our
streets? You wonder why people don't trust you and/or your agendas. Talk like people, NOT
politicians.

3/6/2023 11:33 AM

60 We should focus on repairing the condition of the roads first. 3/6/2023 11:15 AM

61 about time. 3/4/2023 11:03 AM

62 Yes. 3/4/2023 10:46 AM

63 Long overdue and needed. Its discussed all the time but nothing is ever done. 3/4/2023 10:43 AM

64 I don’t like a lot of these measures, but speeding is still an issue on the main streets. I support
stronger rules favoring golf carts, bicycles & walking. It’s unfortunate the Woodcreek
developers didn’t allow more room along our streets for this.

3/3/2023 11:11 AM

65 Not in favor of raised golf cart paths. 3/2/2023 9:31 AM

66 People who say speed bumps are not effective should go drive back and forth a few times in
front of the high school - they will quickly find out that speed bumps do work!

3/1/2023 4:57 PM

67 This is of moderate importance. I live on Brookhollow and most of the traffic is within the
speed limit

2/28/2023 9:30 AM

68 By our home on Woodcreek Drive there we just a few speeding cars periodically. We do not
need traffic slowing humps or other things to slow traffic. 25mph is slow and MOST folks
observe this.

2/28/2023 8:12 AM

69 The priorities should be speed control on the Woodcreek roads and road repair. There are
currently many speeders and potholes on Champions Circle.

2/26/2023 11:05 PM

70 The traffic coming from and going to Cypress Creek and Woodcreek Drive has almost doubled
since we moved here in 2016. Would like to see something to slow down the traffic coming
through. Especially the hill at the end Woodcreek Drive coming from Cypress Creek.

2/26/2023 7:09 PM

71 speed bumps would help a lot curbing speeders 2/26/2023 12:16 PM

72 Top priority is stopping our neighborhood from being a pass-through from 2325 to Winter’s Mill,
eapecially for school drop-offs

2/26/2023 11:12 AM

73 Present evidence that there is a traffic problem. Only accidents that I am aware of occurred by
those with medical issues.

2/25/2023 4:08 PM

74 an outside source should determine whether the ciy has a traffic issue 2/25/2023 11:19 AM
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75 Something especially needs to be done on Augusta Drive if the gate is to remain open. 2/24/2023 5:57 PM

76 An exception would be adding sidewalks/bike lanes. Otherwise, we don't have the funds to
waste on ineffective measures for such a minor problem.

2/24/2023 1:35 PM

77 Yes, but golf course crossings should not be constructed for a for-profit company such as the
golf course in Woodcreek. We should allow them to build them, not the city.

2/24/2023 8:37 AM

78 Not needed 2/23/2023 6:03 PM

79 I live on a major street in Woodcreek and my family walks often. We dont see issues with
speeding or unsafe driving.

2/23/2023 1:52 PM

80 No, the city should purchase traffic enforcement cameras (to the extent permitted by TX law)
to fine speeders, not punish the entire community with speed bumps and other "calming
measures".

2/23/2023 10:50 AM

81 My observation is what is in place is adequate. 2/23/2023 10:01 AM

82 But not speed bumps 2/23/2023 7:07 AM

83 These are (can be) relatively cheap, and a great impact to lower traffic speed and increase
safety. Maintenance dept hate them, but being in the PW Management industry they are not
that troublesome TBO as long as constructed properly. Personally witnessed a person driving
down Augusta Dr on a motor bike driving twice speed limit many times thanks to the temp
radars. Im sure the City has that data.

2/22/2023 7:31 PM

84 The higher speeds not only raise safety issues, but they expedite the deterioration of the
roads.

2/22/2023 6:21 PM

85 Yes to plantings. No, if it is speed bumps 2/22/2023 12:37 PM

86 Stricter enforcement by constable/sheriff is preferrable 2/22/2023 10:46 AM

87 Yes, please. Especially along major thoroughfares were people often drive 45 mph 2/20/2023 3:33 PM

88 We need new roads before any other improvements. 2/20/2023 3:14 PM

89 Use bond funds for road repairs only. Woodcreek does not have many traffic accidents. 2/20/2023 10:31 AM

90 Focus on collector streets - leave the smaller streets alone. 2/19/2023 2:19 PM

91 Let's consider all of the above interesting and promising options. 2/19/2023 12:59 PM

92 Most of Woodcreek’s streets are too narrow for foot traffic. That would be a better use of funds
to widen the road or add a small foot path. I absolutely do not want speed bumps

2/19/2023 11:39 AM

93 Safe quiet streets contribute to a neighborly atmosphere leading to increased property values.
Cut though traffic leads to speeding, noise, litter, and thief.

2/19/2023 6:34 AM

94 Explore modern methods 2/18/2023 4:52 PM

95 Major streets maybe 2/18/2023 3:14 PM

96 Incorporate walking paths too. 2/18/2023 2:44 PM

97 Repair and improve existing streets first. 2/18/2023 1:50 PM

98 Speed bumps are very undesirable. More speed traps. 2/18/2023 11:55 AM

99 The city is growing, so safety precautions are always important. 2/18/2023 11:27 AM

100 Temporary speed cushions ASAP replaced by permanent solutions as roadwork is done 2/18/2023 9:34 AM

101 Radar traffic data does not show a speeding issue. Have a traffic engineer, EMS and Fire
officials address the Council

2/18/2023 9:04 AM

102 Speeding traffic has increased and is a danger to residents and wildlife. 2/18/2023 8:40 AM

103 EM services would be hindered 2/18/2023 8:21 AM

104 Cite Speeders. 2/17/2023 9:47 PM

105 No opinion other then STOP TRYING TO SPEND MY MONEY. 2/17/2023 7:40 PM
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106 Not if they include speed bumps. 2/17/2023 7:25 PM

107 The roads are doing it just fine. 2/17/2023 7:17 PM

108 These measures are preferred to police patrol and speed gauges. 2/17/2023 6:36 PM

109 Why should the city foot the bill for raised golf cart paths? 2/17/2023 5:49 PM

110 Dont spend our money on things we dont need. 2/17/2023 5:11 PM

111 There are other means of traffic control besides “bumps” 2/17/2023 4:03 PM
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Q10 How important is it to you that the City take action on implementing
traffic calming measures thoroughout the City with future road

improvements? (Select one)
Answered: 337 Skipped: 11
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21.38% 68

78.62% 250

Q11 Should the City consider taking measures to close public access to
the private drive known as “La Rocca Lane,” which is currently being used

as a public road providing ingress and egress to the city? 
Answered: 318 Skipped: 30

TOTAL 318

# ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: DATE

1 Where is this? 3/15/2023 5:14 PM

2 Why shut an entry to the city? 3/15/2023 5:14 PM

3 I don't know anything about this. 3/15/2023 5:10 PM

4 Mayor's private street 3/15/2023 5:06 PM

5 No opinion 3/15/2023 5:04 PM

6 Traffic is no worst on Augusta Drive than other parts of the city. So why close it? The Mayor's
private street!!

3/15/2023 5:01 PM

7 Access saves time & $; relieves traffic Brookmeadow 3/15/2023 4:58 PM

8 Saves a lot of traffic at Brookmeadow-RR12 intersection which is dangerous already 3/15/2023 4:47 PM

9 no oppinion (sic) 3/15/2023 4:24 PM

10 We don't know where this is and didn't find it on GPS. If it connects Jacobs Well to Augusta,
keep it :)

3/15/2023 4:13 PM

11 Doesn't it belong to the golf course? 3/15/2023 4:11 PM

12 Undecided 3/15/2023 4:08 PM

13 That part of Augusta Dr. is public same as it is on other parts of Augusta Dr. It is not a private
street for residents living down there...keep the gate open!!!

3/15/2023 4:03 PM

14 City documents refer to this road as "important for EMS and emergency access." 3/15/2023 3:58 PM
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15 Put in a electronic gate Remotes to EMS-Fire-etc 3/15/2023 3:57 PM

16 Eliminate outside traffic 3/15/2023 3:54 PM

17 Look at Augusta Dr. - it's dangerous 3/15/2023 3:21 PM

18 Electronic gate for those who need to use. Key cards issued at City Hall with $ deposit to
obtain. Only for Woodcreek property owners.

3/15/2023 3:17 PM

19 La Rocca access allows a lot of trucks & tialers (sic) to come through the neighborhood
causing noise and wear & tear on Augusta. If we had sidewalks we could walk safely- 2.
Without sidewalks we are forced to walk in the streets- unsafe for pets & people. 3. Why do we
have a "NO OULET sign at Brookhollow/Augusta if La Rocca was intended to be open? For
years La Rocca was kept closed and opened only for emergencies (i.e. flooding)
continued...When Brookhollow was under construction for over a year La R. was opened to
help traffic flow and we were told it would be closed after the construction was finished. That
promise was not kept. There are 3 other entrances & exists from Woodcreek- We do not need
four (La Rocca) We don't need more traffic diverted from Jacob's Well Rd for non-resident cars

3/15/2023 3:15 PM

20 NO!! NO!! I understand city does not own this - how can you screw w/ something you do not
own. Oh yes! Look at the council we have!!

3/15/2023 2:56 PM

21 I would need more info. If a resident owns it it is between resident's city. We don't need to
vote. If it is private, they can fence it (gate) If it is emergency egress City for have a key.

3/15/2023 2:55 PM

22 It is a private road & it's up to the owners to decide its use. How would you like it if the city
decided you couldn't use your own driveway? If the city wants to mess with private property, it
should acquire the west end of Woodcreek Drive from the Lodge and then pave it.

3/15/2023 2:53 PM

23 that property is not City owned 3/15/2023 2:49 PM

24 very important not to take action 3/15/2023 2:44 PM

25 I think it is important to maintain multiple accesses because of need in case of fire, floods,
etc.

3/15/2023 2:36 PM

26 DANGEROUS INTERSECTION ONTO/EXIT JACOBS WELL (if not widen road!) 3/15/2023 2:33 PM

27 We use this road occasionally, but understand and its residents nearby experience crime due
to that ingress/egress.

3/15/2023 2:29 PM

28 ask the residents who live there 3/15/2023 2:25 PM

29 There is no reason to close this access! It also reduces traffic on Woodcreek Dr. 3/15/2023 2:21 PM

30 none 3/15/2023 2:18 PM

31 Close La Rocca or speed bumps on Augusta Dr. if can't close it! 3/15/2023 2:08 PM

32 Texas laws requires two exits to a subdivision. 3/15/2023 12:31 PM

33 NA 3/15/2023 12:25 PM

34 We need more access points to get back & forth. 3/15/2023 12:24 PM

35 We need La Rocca Ln open for safety 3/15/2023 12:16 PM

36 I'm not familiar with this public road 3/15/2023 12:13 PM

37 It's so very convenient. 3/15/2023 11:57 AM

38 But if stays opeb need traffic calming so that non-residents find the "cut through" less
appealing.

3/15/2023 11:42 AM

39 Very helpful - Though used at cutthrough 3/15/2023 11:42 AM

40 YES BUT LIMITS EMS - 3/15/2023 11:37 AM

41 has increased traffic as a cut through to new school. provide access to gate to all emergency
services.

3/15/2023 10:55 AM

42 A public road is a public road. Period. 3/15/2023 10:53 AM
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43 Provided ThaT ALL EMERGENCY SERViCES ARE GiVEN MEANS FOR ACCESS. iT
APPEARS THAT iT is USED AS A "CUT THROUGH" FOR NONRESiDENTS RATHER THAN
ACCESS FOR RESIDENTS

3/15/2023 10:45 AM

44 How many times has this been asked? City needs no action on this 3/15/2023 10:44 AM

45 People speed down the street every day and there doesn't appear to be any effort to stop
them. No traffic enforcement by radar or policing.

3/15/2023 10:37 AM

46 Please leave this access open! 3/15/2023 10:36 AM

47 Poll the residents who are impacted by this. 3/15/2023 10:27 AM

48 Why? 3/15/2023 10:22 AM

49 taking no action would leave status quo or access 3/15/2023 10:16 AM

50 Keep it open 3/15/2023 10:12 AM

51 do not know where is 3/15/2023 10:03 AM

52 I don't know this, New to area 3/13/2023 2:03 PM

53 Additional emergency exit, it also helps avoid construction on RR12 3/13/2023 12:05 PM

54 What is the benefit?? 3/8/2023 8:17 PM

55 For this resident, La Rocco Lane is convenient, saves gas, saves time, saves money, reduces
auto exhaust pollution. It is necessary in case of emergency evacuation. Please Do Not close
it!

3/8/2023 9:53 AM

56 Access important to citizens in north side of the city. If closed drivers will use Brookmeadow
as their main thoroughfare into and out of the city.

3/8/2023 8:02 AM

57 If it is closed, there will be more traffic on Woodcreek Dr. We need access. 3/8/2023 7:47 AM

58 I am conflicted on this one - I assume this is the road with the one way bridge? If there were
an emergency, we would need public access to safely exit the community in 2 directions. I
personally like having ease of access to the schools going over the bridge; however, if we
think it will slow traffic in our city, then I am willing to add drive time each day to go around.

3/7/2023 4:39 PM

59 assuming this the cut through of off Augusta drive. it saves a lot of time driving to sonny gold
field several times/week but not the end of the world if closed

3/7/2023 8:41 AM

60 It provides one additional point of egress in the event of emergency evacuation or fire (and we
are in a fuel-rich area). It likely provides convenient access to those living nearby but seems
inconvenient for much of the rest of Woodcreek, so it’s hard to imagine that it is currently
carrying much traffic.

3/6/2023 8:28 PM

61 This has been debated for years, and the convenience of being able to get out to RR-12 and
FM-2325 quickly is the deciding issue. In the event of an emergency - fire, flood, etc. - this
access to Jacobs Well Rd is important. If anything should be done it would be improving the
La Rocca Ln/Jacobs Well intersection to make it more visible

3/6/2023 4:44 PM

62 The more entrances and exits into and out if Woodcreek, the better. For safety and traffic
reasons. My question would be: Who wants it closed and Why?

3/6/2023 2:33 PM

63 The next question on "how important" is exactly what I previously wrote about. What do I
answer if I DON'T think it should be closed?

3/6/2023 11:33 AM

64 Assuming this is the road coming in from Jacob's Well (would have been good to provide more
info in the question). If this is correct, closing it up creates a safety issue - I this daily coming
and going to Woodcreek North to avoid having to get out on RR12 - particularly late at night.

3/6/2023 11:15 AM

65 But, what if closing it only increases the Woodcreek Drive cut-through traffic? 3/5/2023 4:00 PM

66 We're more neutral on this but it's either yes or no 3/4/2023 8:15 PM

67 having it open has reduced the traffic on Brookhollow 3/4/2023 12:05 PM

68 not needed. 3/4/2023 11:03 AM
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69 No. 3/4/2023 10:46 AM

70 not needed. 3/4/2023 10:43 AM

71 I am against the city taking action to close La Rocca Lane. 3/3/2023 11:11 AM

72 Open only for occasional special access needs 3/3/2023 8:53 AM

73 It is useful to residents and does NOT encourage pass through traffic. Only a fool would use
this serpentine route over a bumpy concrete street. The elimination is one man's crusade.

3/2/2023 4:23 PM

74 My understanding is that residents in that area were PROMISED by our city that gate would
remain closed except to emergency vehicles. There was never a good reason for Woodcreek
to go back on that promise after the paving of Brookhollow was completed. The golf course did
not care about having it open before that, and I don't believe they cared about it afterwards
either. I have no proof, but my own personal opinion is that our former city manager wanted
that gate to remain open, so he made a sweetheart deal with Jason to say the golf course
wanted the gate open in spite of the vote by City Council to close it.

3/1/2023 4:57 PM

75 I think if there was ever a city-wide emergency such as fire for flooding, that as many possible
exits be available for people to evacuate.

3/1/2023 11:09 AM

76 The argument for closing this road has always been selfish comments for the residences on
this street wanting a quite street instead of diverting some traffic from other streets. There is
more traffic on the north end of Brookhollow when La Rocca is closed, this negates the
argument of cut through traffic.

3/1/2023 8:46 AM

77 I live on Augusta Dr between La Rocca and Brookmeadow and have NOT seen a serious issue
with speeding cars cutting through the neighborhood.

2/28/2023 6:29 PM

78 I don't really know 2/28/2023 4:54 PM

79 I am assuming this is the one off of Augusta to Jacobs well. We need that exit. 2/28/2023 4:10 PM

80 It has been so nice to have another option to get out of the city. It is very important to me that
it not be closed.

2/28/2023 11:58 AM

81 Woodcreek needs that option 2/28/2023 11:40 AM

82 Cutting off this 3rd pressure valve to increasing traffic flow will just add to increased speed and
volume on the other 2 exits from the city. People will have farther to go to access RR 12 and
accordingly will speed

2/28/2023 9:30 AM

83 It is used by many, many people and should be left open. From Woodcreek Proper it is a must
to get to Woodcreek North rather than trying to get on or get off of RR12 or the Blanco
highway.

2/28/2023 8:12 AM

84 Woodcreek needs that option 2/27/2023 12:34 PM

85 I don't know. 2/26/2023 11:05 PM

86 Would like to know how many vehicles average per day access that egress going out and in
city.

2/26/2023 12:16 PM

87 We allow CYJ to use our roads, inconveniencing residents on Doolittle Drive. If CYJ isn’t going
to be stopped, why stop LaRocca??????

2/26/2023 11:12 AM

88 I don't know where La Roca Lane is located. The residents living there or near should decide if
closure is warranted

2/25/2023 6:18 PM

89 Nope. Use this entry quite often 2/25/2023 4:08 PM

90 why close an avenue to the city 2/25/2023 11:19 AM

91 There is entirely too much speeding traffic coming to and from that gate. 2/24/2023 5:57 PM

92 I live practically across the street from it and have suffered no ill effects from it being open.
It’s very convenient for those of us in the very back of the neighborhood and has cut down on
the traffic through the neighborhood

2/24/2023 2:05 PM

93 Absolutely not. If La Rocca is closed, there are only 3 exits for the 1700 plus residents in an
emergency. Also, closing La Rocca increases traffic on Brookmeadow and Woodcreek Drive

2/24/2023 1:35 PM
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as those are the only other ways to exit the city.

94 I live down the street from LaRocca Lane and have not observed any negatives with it being
open over the past many months. And I would hate to lose the convenience of having quick
access to this road. Question #12 that follows is worded to highlight CLOSING LaRocca. It is
very important to me that the City take action on keeping public access to LaRocca open.

2/24/2023 9:04 AM

95 We need the access from the back of the neighborhood. It is a safety issue. The few people
complaining can get over it like the rest of us.

2/23/2023 6:03 PM

96 Absolutely not! We live on Augusta Drive and this road makes our life significantly better. If
you close this then we only have one way out. Numerous times we have been unable to get
down Augusta due to construction and this has provided as an alternate route in and out. It
also allows us a much faster path to school and work. Once again we live right here and are
out playing with kids often. We have not had any ill effects from this road being open. This
also provides as an alternative in case of an emergency. I sincerely hope this does not get
closed because it provides us a lot of benefits including ones of safety.

2/23/2023 1:52 PM

97 Where is La Rocca Lane? 2/23/2023 10:50 AM

98 This is one of the only easy accesses to Jacob’s Well, Phase II, and adjacent areas. I think
the gate should even be removed.

2/23/2023 10:01 AM

99 Would it still be available as an emergency exit or for first-responder use? I guess I would lean
heavily to the feelings of those on the adjacent/intersecting street.

2/22/2023 6:21 PM

100 This is a road we use frequently and would hate to see it closed 2/22/2023 12:37 PM

101 Having this drive open is a HUGE benefit for anyone living in this part of Woodcreek. Our
children go to Danforth and Jacob’s Well. Without access here this adds 10+ minutes to our
drive time. Driving to Woodcreek North… 10+ minutes is added. Making everyone drive all the
way around the entire neighborhood is ridiculous and absolutely unnecessary.

2/22/2023 11:30 AM

102 Multiple egress/ingress is important! 2/22/2023 10:46 AM

103 I think it encourages cut-thru traffic 2/21/2023 4:26 PM

104 Like it when it is closed. Less traffic & speeding 2/21/2023 2:42 PM

105 It has been a convenience to citizens. 2/21/2023 2:41 PM

106 Ingress and egress should NOT be restricted. 2/20/2023 7:24 PM

107 Keep this open 2/20/2023 3:36 PM

108 There are very few entrances in Woodcreek and closing one to satisfy a few residents that are
politically connected is not prudent.

2/20/2023 10:31 AM

109 This exit is used by residents of neighborhoods in that area. If the gate is closed, these
residents would have to cross the City to leave. The RR 12 entrance/exit is already a
challenge. I urge City officials to spend time at that entrance/exit in the early morning, mid
afternoon, and evening rush hour. It is more than an issue of traffic congestion and delays, but
pollution through emissions of cars idling while waiting to move. Closing the back entrance will
increase this problem.

2/19/2023 2:19 PM

110 If this is the short street between Augusta Dr and Jacobs Well Rd, definitely no. I find that
useful and do not see a problem with it.

2/19/2023 1:00 PM

111 Closing La Rocca Lane would only increase traffic in our other main traffic corridors. 2/19/2023 12:59 PM

112 I am not aware of this road 2/19/2023 11:39 AM

113 Closing La Rocca Lane would be an inexpensive method to eliminate some of the cut through
traffic.

2/19/2023 6:34 AM

114 It plays an important emergency function. 2/18/2023 3:16 PM

115 In the event of flood or other disaster, the street provides necessary egress. 2/18/2023 1:50 PM

116 No idea where this is. That information would help! 2/18/2023 12:44 PM

117 We need an another way out of the city 2/18/2023 12:14 PM
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118 La Rocca is a legitimate and important entrance. We should have measures to control
speeders just like any other street. Only people who live nearby hate it.

2/18/2023 11:55 AM

119 Closing this entry will narrow the city entries to two because the entry on the Woodcreek west
road is not suitable because of its roughness. Traffic is no worst on Augusta Drive than other
parts of the city.

2/18/2023 9:04 AM

120 LaRocca Lane was closed for years and only opened if warranted by emergencies. 2/18/2023 8:40 AM

121 Emergency vehicle access and evacuation routes are critical for every community. Perhaps as
a compromise, one way gates could be installed with a function break/push plate

2/18/2023 6:21 AM

122 I understand the concern for safety but if steps are taken to reduce speed in the way of speed
bumps or similar, it is a moot point.

2/18/2023 2:58 AM

123 1. One reason Quicksand wanted LaRocca open was to let Jason Donaldson (superintendent)
a short cut to his home in Woodcreek North. He has now resigned from Double J Ranch Golf
Club, and will not need a short cut. 2. With the gate open, too many cars utilize it for schools
on RR 2325. 3. With the gate open, too many service trucks with trailers, use it to enter
Woodcreek. 4. With the gate open, too many none residents of Woodcreek cut through to get
to schools on RR 2325.

2/17/2023 8:17 PM

124 No opinion. 2/17/2023 7:40 PM

125 Please don't close it. 2/17/2023 6:36 PM

126 I don’t know much about this issue 2/17/2023 5:26 PM

127 We need another way out. Not city property. 2/17/2023 5:11 PM

128 Was closed prior to construction of new road on Brookhollow Drive 2/17/2023 4:03 PM
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Q12 How important is it to you that the City take action on closing public
access to La Rocca? (Select one)

Answered: 329 Skipped: 19
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45.71% 149

54.29% 177

Q13 Should the City consider some remodeling of City Hall? (Examples:
replacement of carpet, repaint interior, extension of meeting room) 

Answered: 326 Skipped: 22

TOTAL 326

# ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: DATE

1 City Manager decision - not a citizen 3/15/2023 5:14 PM

2 dumb question 3/15/2023 5:14 PM

3 silly question 3/15/2023 5:06 PM

4 Don't bother citizens with this type of question. Let city staff make suggestions to the city
council; leave us out of such discussion.

3/15/2023 5:01 PM

5 CYJ available for lg meeting; Stop spending money 3/15/2023 4:58 PM

6 If needed then do it. Not sure meeting room size needs extention if meetings are before 5:30
who makes it to them?

3/15/2023 4:53 PM

7 Neutral 3/15/2023 4:47 PM

8 I understand the budget of this city. No more taxes or bonds. 3/15/2023 4:23 PM

9 Ask for resident volunteers to help (cut costs) 3/15/2023 4:08 PM

10 1. You already appropriated $6000 for mold remediation. This includes paint & carpets. 2. If
City Hall is too hazardous, tear it down & put up a new appropriate building.

3/15/2023 3:58 PM

11 If needed 3/15/2023 3:57 PM

12 If necessary 3/15/2023 3:54 PM

13 If needed 3/15/2023 3:21 PM

14 Only paint when really needed. Not enough tax base to fund. Meetings could continue to be
held at Camp Young Judaea.

3/15/2023 3:17 PM

15 Not at this time 3/15/2023 2:56 PM
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16 Only if you follow the same rules that are required of residents (Ex. your"temp" shed violates
the regs.)

3/15/2023 2:55 PM

17 What do the needs dictate? 3/15/2023 2:53 PM

18 consider soundproofing insulation 3/15/2023 2:49 PM

19 AS NEEDED 3/15/2023 2:33 PM

20 it's too small 3/15/2023 2:21 PM

21 streets first 3/15/2023 2:21 PM

22 The city should present apositivley (sic) and well kept image 3/15/2023 2:18 PM

23 ITS OK AS IS 3/15/2023 2:14 PM

24 EXTENION / EXPANSION / ENLARGEMENT OF MEETING ROOMS 3/15/2023 2:02 PM

25 "extension of meeting room" circled 3/15/2023 12:47 PM

26 checked "yes" and "no" 3/15/2023 12:45 PM

27 if needed 3/15/2023 12:31 PM

28 NA 3/15/2023 12:25 PM

29 Necessary maintenance of property is important 3/15/2023 12:24 PM

30 ! 3/15/2023 12:15 PM

31 undecided (I've never been inside the City Hall) 3/15/2023 12:13 PM

32 All property needs to be maintained. But not meeting room extension. 3/15/2023 11:57 AM

33 P.A. System 3/15/2023 11:49 AM

34 But only to allow for greater occupancy for hearings. 3/15/2023 11:42 AM

35 Is there a need? 3/15/2023 11:37 AM

36 Carpet - yes Repaint - yes Expand meeting room ->Why? 3/15/2023 11:21 AM

37 We are a small community, don't need a lot of "bling' 3/15/2023 11:14 AM

38 Not important 3/15/2023 11:04 AM

39 Is it warrented (sic), given the few hours of operation 3/15/2023 11:03 AM

40 Need larger meeting room 3/15/2023 10:57 AM

41 as finances allow. 3/15/2023 10:55 AM

42 How can we afford this? 3/15/2023 10:44 AM

43 Maybe. Within reasonable cost + not raise property tax 3/15/2023 10:36 AM

44 volunteers can do the work 3/15/2023 10:35 AM

45 can not afford. 3/15/2023 10:33 AM

46 Quit spending money, except on road. All past surveys have indicate this is the most
important issue

3/15/2023 10:27 AM

47 We're still too small. Like so many, make do with what you have. Normal painting, carpet
replacement, as needed, YES.

3/15/2023 10:22 AM

48 not at this time 3/15/2023 10:03 AM

49 If needed 3/13/2023 2:03 PM

50 Minor, like carpets 3/13/2023 12:05 PM

51 Need for bigger meeting room is reasonable 3/8/2023 8:17 PM
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52 Possibly increase the size of the meeting room. 3/8/2023 5:32 PM

53 As long as no tax increase 3/8/2023 12:54 PM

54 Looked super cute when I was there :-) 3/7/2023 7:29 PM

55 It has been awhile since I have been in person to City Hall. It was very outdated while I was
there & could probably use a reasonably priced fix up. I am curious if we could save $ and
make this a community project utilizing experience within the community.

3/7/2023 4:39 PM

56 Yes but with common sense. Carpet, paint, updating: yes. Significant remodel, replacement or
large expansion, no. Construction is expensive. Frankly, I’d rather see our long-ignored streets
repaired before any expensive remodel takes place.

3/6/2023 8:28 PM

57 There are funding needs that are more pressing than fresh feathering for the council and city
manager's nest

3/6/2023 4:44 PM

58 Extension of meeting room for sure 3/6/2023 2:33 PM

59 Again, since my answer is "NO" what do I answer in the next question? 3/6/2023 11:33 AM

60 When really needed for aging/wear-and-tear or really needed for office functioning. 3/5/2023 4:00 PM

61 No need. It's perfectly functional 3/4/2023 8:15 PM

62 only if necessary 3/4/2023 12:05 PM

63 not needed. Use what you have and be happy. 3/4/2023 11:03 AM

64 No. 3/4/2023 10:46 AM

65 Why do you need this? You don't even have people attend City Council meetings. Stop wasting
money on yourselves. Do the peoples work.

3/4/2023 10:43 AM

66 If last remodel was more than 10 years ago 3/4/2023 7:13 AM

67 Maintenance as needed … nothing excessive. Access to meeting facilities at Camp Young
Judea and locations in Wimberley are better options that spending a lot of money to build our
own.

3/3/2023 11:11 AM

68 If needed, yes. However, it would seem that the capacity is very limited for larger meetings 3/3/2023 8:53 AM

69 only if necessary to maintain a safe location 3/2/2023 4:23 PM

70 Only if necessary. 3/1/2023 8:46 AM

71 Hall should be an attractive part of city but any major updates should not come at the expense
any road projects

2/28/2023 4:10 PM

72 General maintenance should always be available. 2/28/2023 11:58 AM

73 Cannot answer since have not been in there recently. These questions are too vague in general 2/28/2023 11:40 AM

74 It’s too little and we need a space that accommodate larger meetings 2/28/2023 9:30 AM

75 If needed 2/28/2023 8:12 AM

76 Cannot answer since have not been in there recently. These questions are too vague in general 2/27/2023 12:34 PM

77 I am all for this if it means meetings will not be held at CYJ!!!!!’ 2/26/2023 11:12 AM

78 Why should a citizen be asked this? 2/25/2023 4:08 PM

79 city staff matters-not citizens 2/25/2023 11:19 AM

80 The carpet is many years past it's life expectancy. The city needs a meeting room large
enough for the public and officials to participate safely in city government.

2/24/2023 1:35 PM

81 If repairs/updates are needed, then of course. 2/24/2023 9:04 AM

82 Limited updates. Tile or industrial vinyl instead of carpet. Budget friendly furnishings 2/23/2023 7:05 PM

83 Once again additional information would be beneficial. Upgrades or maintenance needs to
happen overtime. What is the budget being proposed to these items? Are we talking super

2/23/2023 1:52 PM
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high-end carpet or a reasonable replacement? Please provide more information on these items
because I would be more supportive.

84 The caveat is how much remodeling NEEDS to be done and at what capped budget? Most
likely the meeting room needs extending, but having never been, I can only guess.

2/23/2023 10:01 AM

85 As the city has grown, the need for a larger meeting space is becoming more necessary. It
would be nice to have it spiffed up a bit.

2/22/2023 9:37 PM

86 Ive lived here 5+yrs, am involved in City Management nearby, Where the hell is City Hall
anyway?? Not important for this community, thats not the fabric of this community and please
dont make it that way.

2/22/2023 7:31 PM

87 Fresh paint or carpet, ok. Not reconstruction/expansion. 2/22/2023 6:21 PM

88 I’d prefer you fix the ridiculous potholes in the neighborhood first. 2/22/2023 11:30 AM

89 I would say important to do up keep on the building but don’t think expansion is necessary 2/22/2023 7:51 AM

90 Simply do necessary maintenance to keep in good condition 2/21/2023 3:43 PM

91 If it needs it 2/21/2023 2:42 PM

92 As needed. All property needs regular upkeep and can be done at minimum cost if done
correctly.

2/20/2023 4:44 PM

93 But this is not a question for the citizens or the Council. IF the city manager and secretary feel
that they need painting, recarpeting, then they should make that happen within budgeted.

2/20/2023 3:57 PM

94 Use the funds to improve roads first. 2/20/2023 3:14 PM

95 Modest improvements to ensure mold is remediated should be made within existing budget
constraints.

2/20/2023 10:31 AM

96 Yes, City Hall is small and crowded, but it is not a priority. There are other needs, such as road
repair or replacement, code compliance, safety and protection of residents, that take
precedence.

2/19/2023 2:19 PM

97 We need to raise additional funds to build a new larger and more efficient city hall/city center. 2/19/2023 12:59 PM

98 Minimum repairs and improvements to City Hall are appropriate. The focus of the council
should be serving the citizens by improving roads, parks, and walking paths.

2/19/2023 6:34 AM

99 Hire Woodcreek-Wimberley contractors and vendors when possible. 2/18/2023 2:44 PM

100 Budget appropriately first based on solid planning 2/18/2023 9:34 AM

101 Why get the citizens involved in this type of decision? 2/18/2023 9:04 AM

102 NO extra money 2/18/2023 8:21 AM

103 NO NO NO. Stop trying to spend more money. Haven't you people noticed that the cost of
living is skyrocketing?

2/17/2023 7:40 PM

104 Expand city hall...yes , there is room. Carpet...yes. 2/17/2023 5:11 PM

105 If necessary, do it 2/17/2023 4:03 PM
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Q14 How important is it to you that the City take action on City Hall
improvements or an expansion of the meeting room? (Select one)

Answered: 330 Skipped: 18
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48.45% 156

51.55% 166

Q15 Should the City hold more Community Events?
Answered: 322 Skipped: 26

TOTAL 322

# IF YES, WHAT KINDS OF EVENTS?AND/OR ADDITIONAL COMMENTS? DATE

1 Don't have the time 3/15/2023 5:14 PM

2 We are adjacent to Wimberley with more events to attend 3/15/2023 5:04 PM

3 Free concert in park, citizen recognitions 3/15/2023 4:58 PM

4 Community is important good job so far & no ideas on type of event. Volunteerism is
encouraged & will help society does not do all the work.

3/15/2023 4:53 PM

5 Get together in the parks quarterly 3/15/2023 4:47 PM

6 Music, education/lectures, nature walks 3/15/2023 4:42 PM

7 Spring Market - Music on the Creek (Stage Setup by the Square) - Bat Day - Hike Wimberley
Day - Thanksgiving Day Parade - Celebrate Wimberley Business Parade

3/15/2023 4:36 PM

8 knowing neighbors is important 3/15/2023 4:24 PM

9 Similar to pre-election gathering 3/15/2023 4:11 PM

10 Undecided, but beneficial to know your neighbors 3/15/2023 4:08 PM

11 Parties. Preferably events for children as well as for adults. 3/15/2023 3:58 PM

12 ?? Must be of interest to residents 3/15/2023 3:54 PM

13 We have enough 3/15/2023 3:17 PM

14 Depends on what it cost 3/15/2023 2:56 PM

15 Hold events at times that working people can attend. Not everyone is retired. :) Neighborhood
block parties, outdoor concerns, movie nights.

3/15/2023 2:55 PM

16 Social/educational Observe Arbor on Arbor Day (April 28) Return National Night Out to it's
intended purpose.

3/15/2023 2:53 PM
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17 social get togethers 3/15/2023 2:44 PM

18 events that would allow community to interact with Mayor & Council members. 3/15/2023 2:36 PM

19 Maybe Develop, up grade what we have 3/15/2023 2:33 PM

20 quit wasting money 3/15/2023 2:25 PM

21 coffee/wine happy hour none 3/15/2023 2:18 PM

22 Sing Alongs 3/15/2023 2:08 PM

23 "yes or no" 3/15/2023 2:02 PM

24 Mayor Whitehead's breakfasts with the Mayor went well. 3/15/2023 12:45 PM

25 The only public event I would like is coffee with the Mayor like Mayor Whitehead had. 3/15/2023 12:42 PM

26 ? 3/15/2023 12:25 PM

27 I think Halloween & Christmas (luminarias), 4th of July & the mentioned City-wide garage sale
are sufficient.

3/15/2023 12:24 PM

28 anything nature related, community garden Celebrating neighbors 3/15/2023 12:13 PM

29 Citywide Garage Sale 3/15/2023 11:57 AM

30 4th of uly holiday events by golf course + parks 3/15/2023 11:51 AM

31 A few more city wide "getogethers" would be nicE (sic) 3/15/2023 11:14 AM

32 Would be very hard to monitor outside interference from non residents. 3/15/2023 10:55 AM

33 IT WILL BECOME POLiTiCAL AND SET NEIGHBOR AGAINST NEIGHBOR 3/15/2023 10:45 AM

34 At what cost? 3/15/2023 10:44 AM

35 N/A 3/15/2023 10:36 AM

36 2 x year Easter/July 4 3/15/2023 10:31 AM

37 Let the golf course and Camp Young Judea sponsor a few 3/15/2023 10:27 AM

38 However, a volunteer group could try hosting an occasional event at a park with music, a food
truck, etc to see if residents will participate. Attendees would pay for food and drink and, if it
works may eventually pay some amount for better musicians.

3/15/2023 10:22 AM

39 It's very difficult to have a community participate in events and turn out would be low vs. effort
put forth to organize.

3/15/2023 10:16 AM

40 Social gatherings 3/13/2023 2:03 PM

41 Date of City's birthday 3/13/2023 12:05 PM

42 As long as expenses are low 3/8/2023 8:17 PM

43 Educational family events like Arbor Day—teaching tree planting, care, trimming; trash pick up
and recycling; bicycling and walking safety; Dark Sky Community efforts; Water conservation;
gardening; wildflower growing; attracting bees and butterflies; chicken raising responsibly; how
to deal with deer population and other wildlife

3/8/2023 9:53 AM

44 Adequate at this time. 3/8/2023 8:02 AM

45 Doing pretty good already. 3/8/2023 7:47 AM

46 Loved the night out and Halloween one too ;-) 3/7/2023 7:29 PM

47 Woodcreek Day was nice Maybe a community garage sale a couple of times a year where
people rent spaces and the rent proceeds go to a fund for other projects

3/7/2023 5:02 PM

48 I am appreciative of the community events that we are already holding for example, the
Halloween event. Truthfully with our kids in school, we are pretty overextended participating in
WISD events and it is difficult to make additional time to participate locally.

3/7/2023 4:39 PM
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49 Halloween parade and Meet the Neighbors very good! 3/7/2023 3:35 PM

50 family mixers at the new park? events at golf course for those interested? 3/7/2023 8:41 AM

51 We are a part of a wonderful community of Wimberley and access to tons of events there.
Spend money on our roads within Woodcreek please.

3/7/2023 7:22 AM

52 Music and arts 3/6/2023 10:50 PM

53 More days at CYJ—so fun! 3/6/2023 10:16 PM

54 The seasons and various holidays seem ripe for events. We enjoyed the Arbor Day gathering
with its fun plus the educational presentations and helpful handouts. Halloween was fun. Those
are already established and should continue. Other options: St. Patrick’s, Springtime,
Stargazing during one of the annual meteor showers, FireWise presentation by local fire
departments with handouts for adults and a fire engine for the kids to see. Because summer is
so darned hot, it’s not compelling to do anything too active in the heat. No need to overdo
community events, though. Fewer events may equal greater anticipation and participation
compared to overly frequent.

3/6/2023 8:28 PM

55 Safety, cleanliness, dealing with out of town people visiting the area, theft, drugs, etc. 3/6/2023 4:50 PM

56 See the previous point about funding. 3/6/2023 4:44 PM

57 We have other more important items to attend to. 3/6/2023 4:27 PM

58 I don’t attend many of these, but I know a lot of people who enjoy them. 3/6/2023 2:33 PM

59 Again, for the next question what do I answer? 3/6/2023 11:33 AM

60 But only if the costs are minimal and there continues to be good citizen turnout. 3/5/2023 4:00 PM

61 there are enough 3/4/2023 12:05 PM

62 we have plenty of non-profits doing this already. No City involvement, please. 3/4/2023 11:03 AM

63 No. 3/4/2023 10:46 AM

64 Last ting we need is for the City to get involved. 3/4/2023 10:43 AM

65 4th of July fireworks 3/4/2023 7:13 AM

66 Community events that assist neighbors in getting to know each other is good (residents
evening out, etc.). I believe we are a golfing community. Woodcreek officials & residents
should work closely with Double J Ranch GC management in supporting each other.

3/3/2023 11:11 AM

67 Yes, but limited 3/3/2023 8:53 AM

68 The cost the majority and only satisfy a small minority 3/2/2023 4:23 PM

69 Anything our town does to foster community is good for Woodcreek and for everyone who lives
here. The Spooktacular is an excellent event.

3/1/2023 4:57 PM

70 Holiday events 3/1/2023 11:09 AM

71 Food truck nights, weekend Farmer’s Market, summer movie night outside 3/1/2023 10:39 AM

72 Neighborhood celebrations of holidays 2/28/2023 6:29 PM

73 Camp young Judea fun! Meeting other neighbors bbqs & (holiday stuff) 2/28/2023 4:54 PM

74 Anything that can bring us together socially without any political undertones or having people
highjack the event to promote their agenda.

2/28/2023 4:10 PM

75 They build unity. The best ones are cross generational 2/28/2023 9:30 AM

76 I’m not sure what community events we have now & I’ve lived here for 20 years!!!! 2/26/2023 11:12 AM

77 Expand Halloween streets throughout the community, maybe a fair of some kind 2/26/2023 8:54 AM

78 Too many already 2/25/2023 4:08 PM

79 have enough 2/25/2023 11:19 AM
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80 Culture art music 2/24/2023 11:29 AM

81 Don't feel qualified to answer. 2/24/2023 9:04 AM

82 The National night out has been good, more items such as that (not golf centered events) 2/24/2023 8:37 AM

83 For me the answer is no purely out of schedule availability. With four kids and companies I
dont have time to devote to attending events. Nice idea i am sure for some in the community.

2/23/2023 1:52 PM

84 Annual events around holidays, including in the summer, and events that appeal to adults and
families alike.

2/23/2023 10:50 AM

85 Swimming at Camp Young Judaea (CYJ Retreat Center!)! Whole family BBQ’s! Wine tastings!
Crawfish boils!

2/23/2023 10:40 AM

86 I’m all for events, but I fine the way things are. 2/23/2023 10:01 AM

87 Live music and more stuff at the camp with pool. Tree stuff - like planting them Clean up parks 2/23/2023 7:07 AM

88 The Spooktacular and National Night Out events seem popular. These types of events give the
community a chance to meet other residents and become more involved with the city.

2/22/2023 9:37 PM

89 Not an expert in this category (or any for the most part), but yes, they are appreciated and
bring small knit communities together. Thanks for everything you do as a public servant, they
are not appreciated enough.

2/22/2023 7:31 PM

90 Sure. Live music and cookouts. 2/22/2023 6:21 PM

91 Once a month community get togethers. Outdoor concerts Meet and greats Family walks 2/22/2023 4:17 PM

92 We would love ways to get to know others in the community and see the neighborhood
become more lively.

2/22/2023 11:30 AM

93 The Arbor Day was a great family event 2/21/2023 4:26 PM

94 Meet and Greet Pot lucks 2/21/2023 3:03 PM

95 Benefits to support food bank, other needs in the area. Give to the greater community. 2/21/2023 10:50 AM

96 Picnic gatherings. 2/21/2023 7:31 AM

97 Similar to the pre-election gathering at a city park. 2/20/2023 7:24 PM

98 Encouraging volunteers to clean up trash all throughout the city. Organizing volunteer cleanup
activities for the elderly who can't afford to keep up their yards. Family picnics Family movie
night in the park

2/20/2023 5:11 PM

99 Annual city wide garage sale Enhance decorations for entrance based on major holiday or
event Enhance holiday lights and decorations at entrance

2/20/2023 4:44 PM

100 Community events should be under the Parks and Recreation Committee. 2/20/2023 3:57 PM

101 I am neutral on this 2/20/2023 3:33 PM

102 The current committee does an awesome job and should be tasked for ideas for new events.
Events should not be political.

2/20/2023 10:31 AM

103 Veterans' Day Observance at the Veterans' Memorial would be nice. Art in the Parks, in
coordination with the Garden Club and Art League. CYJ City Day - include demonstrations on
areas of interest: oak wilt prevention, waterwise landscaping, health screenings are just a few
examples. These will improve attendance.

2/19/2023 2:19 PM

104 4th of July; Easter Egg Hunt; Christmas Lighting Contest. 2/19/2023 1:37 PM

105 But only if they generate some revenue for the city or a particular project, e.g., "Children's
Playground Equipment BBQ", or "City Hall Remodel Social".

2/19/2023 1:00 PM

106 We need more/any activities related to the arts/music. A city center would help facilitate this. 2/19/2023 12:59 PM

107 Outdoor concert/picnic 2/19/2023 11:39 AM

108 Holiday, neighbor meet, etc. 2/19/2023 6:54 AM
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109 Spooktacular has been a very successful event, Luminaries, National Night Out, and Arbor
Day have also been successful building neighbor relationships and spirit. It would be great if
Camp Judaea would open their facilities up more often for the community to enjoy.

2/19/2023 6:34 AM

110 The ones we have are good. More would be better. 2/18/2023 11:55 AM

111 Greet and Meet socials. 2/18/2023 11:27 AM

112 Do we have community events? 2/18/2023 10:45 AM

113 Holiday decoration contests. 2/18/2023 10:31 AM

114 Bocce and golf tournaments (informal). More gatherings at the Camp and golf course. Music in
the parks. Citywide volunteer cleanups, followed by food, fun and drinks

2/18/2023 9:34 AM

115 Neighborhood block parties, or fun get togethers at Augusta Park. (Bocce ball tournaments
with teams formed from “street gangs” like the “Woodcreek Wildcats” vs. the “Augusta
Avengers”, or cornhole tournaments. Fun events that help people meet one another.

2/18/2023 8:40 AM

116 No extra money 2/18/2023 8:21 AM

117 Clean ups, kid related events, golf tournaments, fundraisers, meet and greets, bbq parties,
support businesses within the neighborhoods etc

2/18/2023 8:17 AM

118 Maybe a mini festival? Spring or fall. 2/18/2023 2:58 AM

119 Sure, without spending money. This is the best way to develop a community atmosphere.
Better yet, simply encourage others to do it. STOP LOOKING TO SPEND MORE
MONEY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2/17/2023 7:40 PM

120 The cookout in Augusta Park was fun. I like the Halloween parade. 2/17/2023 6:49 PM

121 Neighborhood days or nights at the swimming hole with a small private area. Movie screenings
under the stars at the golf course.

2/17/2023 6:36 PM

122 Family gatherings are important to build sense of community. 2/17/2023 5:49 PM

123 You are not here to entertain us. 2/17/2023 5:11 PM
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Q16 How important is it to you that the City take action on adding more
community events? (Select one)

Answered: 328 Skipped: 20
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Q17 Please list other items you’d like to see in future Citizen Surveys:  
Answered: 138 Skipped: 210

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Two council members want STR Hot taxes an chickens- what a waste of city money to send
this out for their desires! Sad sad sad

3/15/2023 5:14 PM

2 Should the city consider eliminating / decreasing # of staff positions? Combining some job
descriptions: give to other staff members? decreasing city manager salary? (place hold on it
until new city manager hired.) Consider volunteers to answer phones; clerical duties.

3/15/2023 5:10 PM

3 Suggestion box at city hall. Shorten CC meetings; administration items last. Items of interest
to citizens first. Lower taxes.

3/15/2023 4:58 PM

4 Stop trying to change Woodcreek!! If I wanted to close to chickens I would not have bought in
a subdivision, I would have bought a FARM! That's where chickens belong. They will devalue
our places and our community as a whole!! You will also have problems with people's dogs
barking at the chickens. Then you'll have disagreements with pet owners and chicken owners.

3/15/2023 4:42 PM

5 -Improve Woodcreek Entrance - Plants etc. & benches -Fix the pot holes on the streets! -Cut
back the overgrowth on the sides of street so widen the lanes - some are very narrow -
example: like on Champion Circle

3/15/2023 4:36 PM

6 I moved here because I wanted to live comfortably & affordably in retirement. Many of the
residents in this city live on fixed incomes. Most of the questions raise $$$. If I had wanted to
pay more taxes I would not have moved here. There were plenty where I came from.

3/15/2023 4:23 PM

7 Thank you for all your work! 3/15/2023 4:13 PM

8 Thanks for the great job done following the ice storm! 3/15/2023 4:11 PM

9 Roads please NOW 3/15/2023 4:08 PM

10 We would like to see efforts to have the new golf course owners interact with the residential
community.

3/15/2023 3:58 PM

11 Let's take action on these first 3/15/2023 3:54 PM

12 Statement on cover sheet: This should be property owners only. "La Rocca" question ranked
"3 to 4." Only accredited property owners should participate in surveys for the survey to be
accurate and a true survey. No more "informal" surveys where numbers can be skewed to
favor some political agenda.

3/15/2023 3:17 PM

13 Something assessing the depth of interest in the city's acquisition of the west end of
Woodcreek Drive (and perhaps even the low water crossing bridge).

3/15/2023 2:53 PM

14 nature trail 3/15/2023 2:44 PM

15 I would like to thank the city for the great and fast response to the freeze and tree damage. 3/15/2023 2:21 PM

16 Setting limit on number of vehicles in driveways - some have 3 or more and its an eyesore 3/15/2023 2:17 PM

17 A compliance officer is needed to enforce rules. Cars are parked in front yards almost to their
front door, Christmas decorations + lights still up, yards are not mowed for months, potholes
everywhere. Makes the city of Woodcreek look terrible!!!

3/15/2023 2:13 PM

18 Thanks for the survey! 3/15/2023 2:08 PM

19 Prohibit parking vehicles in front yards/lawns 3/15/2023 12:42 PM

20 Council meetings are too long. Ordinances are becoming restrictive except STR's Ordinances
are invasive to natural laws & property rights. STOP SPENDING MONEY WE DON'T HAVE!

3/15/2023 12:42 PM

21 Current status of the Brookmeadow proposed new small lots at 7 Brookmeadow?? 3/15/2023 12:39 PM
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22 Solicit volunteers committed to participating in neighbor to neighbor plans & the emergency
preparedness plans.

3/15/2023 12:24 PM

23 Road repairs to Champion circle 3/15/2023 12:15 PM

24 No more building in the city 3/15/2023 12:08 PM

25 Political signs on the front yards and golf course are ugly and unnecessary. Politics are toxic.
We don't need more reminders.

3/15/2023 12:02 PM

26 PLACE AN ORDANCE WHERE BY THE CITY CAN NOTIFY PROPERTY OWNERS TO
"CLEAN UP" YARDS & MANY CARS PARKED IN DRIVEWAYS - LIMIT SOME SEEM TO
NEVER MOVE!!! - IS THERE AN ORDANCE AS TO HOW MANY FAMILIES CAN RESIDE IN
ONE HOME?? PLEASE PUBLISH RESULTS OF THIS SURVEY!!

3/15/2023 11:37 AM

27 This survey is well intentioned to be sure, however, no mention is made of what I consider our
greatest need. At the very minimum "dusk to dawn" law enforcement. For our little community
there is, in my opinion, far too much vandelism, late night door bell ringing, porch pirates and
car prowlings. I am concerned about an event that might be brought on by a homeowners over
reaction to an incident. I served on the Okoboji, Iowa City Council and was the long time
Assistant Fire Chief, as such I feel that I have a bit of an insight. (sic)

3/15/2023 11:14 AM

28 Bring up to fire department standards all fire hydrants Spend money to repair all road pot holes
Do not spend money we do not have - no debt

3/15/2023 10:57 AM

29 1. Address issue of cars parking on lawns. to many cars visible. 2. Parking commercial
vehicles in driveways, on roads & grass that belong to residents businesses. 3. Excessive
store of visible items! junk on outside of house or garage, creating a trashy looking
neighborhood.

3/15/2023 10:55 AM

30 None. 3/15/2023 10:53 AM

31 THANK YOU FOR THIS SURVEY - MY ONLY CONCERN iS THAT SOME FOLKS WILL FILL
OUT MORE THAN ONE SURVEY AND LEAD THE CiTY TO BELiEVE THAT SOME iSSUES
ARE GiVEN MORE ATTENTiON. HOPEFULLY THiS WON'T HAPPEN. THANKS AGAiN.

3/15/2023 10:45 AM

32 Please, none, no more Enough of this wasted staff and survey costs. City action on these
items is not needed. Please work on Road Repairs and keep our city fiscally healthy. Stop the
endless meetings and surveys. You could ask what we think about lack of enforcement of
existing ordinances & how to improve our property values and way of life.

3/15/2023 10:44 AM

33 Safe walking paths / sidewalks along streets. 3/15/2023 10:36 AM

34 more transperancy - with "Rulers" 3/15/2023 10:33 AM

35 1. Homeowners need to maintain their homes and clean up their yards. Get a committee of
homeowners to start fining home owners. 2. Entry ways to our neighboor (sic) need cleanup
and improvement...not more signs. 3. Paving roads comes first 4. Beautify development 5.
Trash needs to be picked up on Highway 12 6. Rental property owners need to clean up their
properties and told no more than (2) vehicles per home old fences need to removed and
replaced 7. Use the Fedral (sic)Funds for flooding and improve areas and reduce flooding in the
future - start with the creeks in our development.

3/15/2023 10:31 AM

36 Find a way to buy out Aqua OOPS - $40mill?? - I guess not. 3/15/2023 10:30 AM

37 Focus on the roads and handling emergencies that come up. You did an excellent job on debris
removal after the ice storm. Thank you PS Have people who take these surveys put their
name, physical address and contact information including phone number on their survey. This
will make it easier to verify that the survey is valid.

3/15/2023 10:27 AM

38 We're small. Let's keep it simple S_ _ _ _ _! 3/15/2023 10:22 AM

39 LEAVE the Roads alone No Speed Bumbs 3/15/2023 10:12 AM

40 The gold course should give Woodcreek discounts on golf. They use our resources the least
they could do is lower prices for residents

3/13/2023 2:03 PM

41 Deer population control Trail system > more parks Support and encourage local biz, don’t tax
more. Period.

3/8/2023 8:17 PM

42 Better control of pot holes on streets. 3/8/2023 6:04 PM
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43 Should repair/prevent potholes BEFORE they get into the road base. 3/8/2023 5:32 PM

44 New front entry signage / landscaping is needed! (Current version is dated / tired.) 3/8/2023 5:01 PM

45 Maintenance of existing streets to prevent further unnecessary deterioration. More expensive
concrete is not the answer if we just take care of what we have in a timely manner. Case in
point is the pot holes on Brookmeadow.

3/8/2023 4:06 PM

46 Road repairs 3/8/2023 2:49 PM

47 Folks that are completely against STRs, ask them when they vacation, do they stay in hotels
or use VRBO/AIR BnB…. 🙄

3/7/2023 7:29 PM

48 None right now 3/7/2023 5:02 PM

49 I can't think of anything pressing. Thank you for offering an opportunity to share opinions. 3/7/2023 4:39 PM

50 Maybe FAQs on items/ordinances like dogs on leashes, rules on fencing, parking, RVs/boats
on property, etc.

3/7/2023 3:35 PM

51 the city should take action on oak wilt. drilling into the trees/injecting them with chemicals only
delays the death of the of them. the city and golf course should negotiate a preferred rate with
the below company which has a guarantee and can help our little city defeat oak wilt for good
with the right approach. https://biogreentreecare.com/

3/7/2023 8:41 AM

52 Please fix the roads. I don’t understand why this isn’t even a question on this survey. 3/7/2023 7:22 AM

53 Should the city invest in a generator that will allow city hall to become a safety destination
during protracted power outages, keeping people cool or warm during emergencies and
enabling people to recharge devices as needed for emergency communication?

3/6/2023 8:28 PM

54 n/a 3/6/2023 7:40 PM

55 fireworks, animal issues to help protect wildlife and pets, noise. 3/6/2023 4:50 PM

56 Walking trail extensions, working with the existing Hays County trails vision plan 3/6/2023 2:33 PM

57 Condition of properties in the city. Creating more walkable space along the streets. 3/6/2023 11:15 AM

58 Street repairs - Very Important 3/6/2023 10:24 AM

59 N/A 3/5/2023 11:24 PM

60 Consideration of a dog park....at the southwest corner at the entrance to Woodcreek is a piece
of land which can't be used for much else. All it would take is a fence and some volunteers for
upkeep.

3/5/2023 4:00 PM

61 Would love to see a discussion of pedestrian walkways in the neighborhood and
interconnectivity with other area trails.

3/4/2023 1:18 PM

62 Pickle ball courts would be amazing. 3/4/2023 11:49 AM

63 Can't think of anything other than traffic control. 3/4/2023 11:03 AM

64 Nothing. 3/4/2023 10:46 AM

65 City transparency. You are all working on your personal agenda. You need to work on the
residents agenda. Otherwise, you will never be re-elected, again.

3/4/2023 10:43 AM

66 Improving road conditions 3/4/2023 7:13 AM

67 Support Woodcreek as a golfing community … work closely with City of Wimberley officials
and with Camp Young Judea officials.

3/3/2023 11:11 AM

68 Fix the potholes. Not suggesting wholesale repaying. Just fix the potholes 3/3/2023 8:53 AM

69 Process of home improvement. 3/1/2023 1:36 PM

70 Community pool. Currently we drive to the YMCA in DS for our children to use their pool. It
would be amazing to have a local pool for people of all ages to cool off and use for exercise. I
wouldn’t mind paying a per-usage fee.

3/1/2023 11:09 AM
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71 Thank you for this survey! I appreciate yall 2/28/2023 4:54 PM

72 Utilization of green belts behind our properties. 2/28/2023 4:10 PM

73 Limiting number of houses on 1-acre tracts. 2/28/2023 12:40 PM

74 More specific questions so we know what we are actually responding to on a survey. Budget,
timeline all make a difference as to the answers. Turning the neighborhood into a bunch of B
&B houses should not be the future of this area.

2/28/2023 11:40 AM

75 As much as we need citizen engagement, I’m not sure agenda driven surveys are the answer 2/28/2023 9:30 AM

76 More specific questions so we know what we are actually responding to on a survey. Budget,
timeline all make a difference as to the answers. Turning the neighborhood into a bunch of B
&B houses should not be the future of this area.

2/27/2023 12:34 PM

77 Speed control on the roads of Woodcreek should be the highest priority. The second priority
should be street repair. Thank you!

2/26/2023 11:05 PM

78 Please require residents to pour concrete or asphalt driveways. The new house at the corner of
Jack Miller & Brookhollow looks bad/unfinished. We live on a golf course with more than
enough green-space for water absorption.

2/26/2023 11:12 AM

79 Sidewalks and road repair 2/26/2023 8:54 AM

80 Dark sky compliancy 2/24/2023 11:29 AM

81 Exterior appearances of aged homes/yards needing to be improved. 2/24/2023 7:33 AM

82 Main thing is more information. Some of these items I am a "no" out of lack of information.
Truthfully I am not available to attend the city council meetings to get the additional
information. A few more details on current rates, who is impacted, proposed costs, and
conceptual ideas would be greatly beneficial in trying to assist with my feedback.

2/23/2023 1:52 PM

83 Create a larger dog park, please! 2/23/2023 10:50 AM

84 Thank y’all very much for your good work. Lisa Wilkinson 76 Woodcreek Drive 2/23/2023 10:40 AM

85 Always the roads, but I know that’s already a priority. THANK YOU for always asking for input!
No matter the outcome, it’s highly appreciated and validating as a citizen. :)

2/23/2023 10:01 AM

86 Community pool Walking trails on major roads: wood creek dr, champions, brookhollow,
brookmeadow, Augusta dr

2/23/2023 7:07 AM

87 Communication - it would be nice to have an idea where most people get their city information.
Texts, emails, social media, etc.

2/22/2023 9:37 PM

88 Obviously this survey is simple and does not include big ticket items involved in most City
surveys, but infrastructure improvements and planning, long term city planning, code
enforcement, etc could be included in my humble opinion. Thank you.

2/22/2023 7:31 PM

89 More recycling projects, including brush and composting materials 2/22/2023 7:19 PM

90 Enforcement/Restriction of the # of vehicles that can be parked in driveways / yards. 2/22/2023 6:21 PM

91 above ground swimming pools 2/22/2023 4:51 PM

92 Signs for bikeways to navigate the neighborhood. 2/22/2023 4:17 PM

93 None I can think of at this time 2/22/2023 11:30 AM

94 Road up keep 2/22/2023 7:51 AM

95 I would like to see more child focused spaces and activities such as bike trails and public
swimming spaces.

2/21/2023 6:29 PM

96 Anything that promotes transparency within the City of Woodcreek. 2/21/2023 6:11 PM

97 None 2/21/2023 3:43 PM

98 N/A 2/21/2023 3:42 PM

99 Making sure neighbors abide by turning off bright outdoor lights that ruin the dark sky. 2/21/2023 7:31 AM
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100 - 2/20/2023 7:53 PM

101 NA 2/20/2023 7:24 PM

102 I’m not sure how they can do it but provide some method of walking around our city without
having to walk in the roads.

2/20/2023 6:56 PM

103 More money allocated to fix ALL the roads in Woodcreek. So many are in such bad shape.
And maybe some options about tree trimming and oak wilt in the area. After the freeze it's
obvious more needs to be done about the lack of tree care in our city. So much of our city is
basically a tinder box for fires if this doesn't get remedied.

2/20/2023 5:11 PM

104 Volunteer opportunities or needs 2/20/2023 4:44 PM

105 More information on getting Woodcreek addresses on online purchases. 2/20/2023 3:33 PM

106 Enforce city ordinances!! 2/20/2023 11:31 AM

107 Ask citizens if they think the Woodcreek governing environment is too political, and if so for
suggestions to make it less political.

2/20/2023 10:31 AM

108 Pickle ball courts 2/20/2023 12:50 AM

109 Noise guidelines and curfews 2/19/2023 6:34 PM

110 Interest in making Woodcreek a walkable neighborhood. Relocated here in 2020 and have been
extremely disappointed in how challenging it is to walk in the neighborhood.

2/19/2023 4:52 PM

111 Raising the impervious coverage to 40% 2/19/2023 4:11 PM

112 Na 2/19/2023 2:40 PM

113 I would like to see a focus on specific needs of our community. Although we see more younger
families, children, and younger retirees join our City, the median age of our population is 59+.
What do we know about this population? Are our services accessible? Is there a plan to assist
in an emergency?

2/19/2023 2:19 PM

114 A survey item related to the inequities in the establishment and maintenance of city services
and facilities.

2/19/2023 12:59 PM

115 Short term rental, property owner rights 2/19/2023 11:39 AM

116 Road repairs and drivers speeding 2/19/2023 11:18 AM

117 The present city council is doing an excellent job addressing the needs of the Woodcreek
citizens. The only additional things I can think of that need to be discussed are oak wilt and
controlling the deer population.

2/19/2023 6:34 AM

118 It seems that a walking trail or sidewalks would address multiple concerns and is more
important to our community than a park, (although I think I park would be wise for property
values as well). Perhaps a gravel trail could be incorporated with the edges of the golf course
and solve some of their issues with cart paths and some of the city issues with pedestrians
and speed concerns.

2/18/2023 7:30 PM

119 Walking paths. Can get get Hays county to lower speed limit on RR 12 to 45 mph starting at
Brookmeadow Dr to Cyress Creek?

2/18/2023 2:44 PM

120 Biking and hiking trails/paths 2/18/2023 11:05 AM

121 Thank you for providing an opportunity for citizens to give input! 2/18/2023 10:31 AM

122 Fenced dog park would be a wonderful addition for our city! 2/18/2023 9:29 AM

123 None 2/18/2023 9:28 AM

124 Road improvements in Woodcreek NOW!!! Very important! 2/18/2023 9:20 AM

125 No spending anymore money 2/18/2023 8:21 AM

126 Road improvements, yard work insensitive, home improvement guides, additional parks, water
management, garage sale guidelines, neighbors in need of help/assistance etc

2/18/2023 8:17 AM

127 More road safety options 2/18/2023 2:58 AM
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128 1. Dogs Barking. 2. Dog owners do not pick up after their dogs. It makes a mess when I track
their excrement into my house. 3. Close all HOA's and then the city take over their road
maintenance.

2/17/2023 9:47 PM

129 From my cursory glance at the various regulations, this town is worse than any hoa i've ever
lived under, both in terms of busy bodying everything and in terms of the cost. How about you
roll back some of the regs? Find something else to do with your time, like, oh, read a book,
start a garden, make something with your own hands... anything productive instead of bugging
the rest of us.

2/17/2023 7:40 PM

130 I thought we had addressed some of the issues before but perhaps this will be a final go-round. 2/17/2023 7:25 PM

131 Repair of roadways, the bumps and potholes are ridiculous. Changing of the golf course into
park & greenspace

2/17/2023 7:24 PM

132 Savings instead of spending 2/17/2023 7:16 PM

133 A community pool! 2/17/2023 6:54 PM

134 A community pool. 2/17/2023 6:36 PM

135 Noise control. There are some folks who tend to allow their dogs to bark all night and day. 2/17/2023 5:26 PM

136 Dont need surveys. You're going to do what you want anyway. Just quit spending money you
dont have. Do what is right for all, not just a few.

2/17/2023 5:11 PM

137 Golf course Marshall Some golfers have been drunk and urinate off the path and take zero
accountability for their damages

2/17/2023 4:30 PM

138 Items that would impact property owners. 2/17/2023 4:03 PM


